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Advocacy groups weigh in
on Belfast Project subpoena
Active measures
taken to quash the
subpoena order
BY DANIEL TONKOVICH
Heights Editor
The international rhubarb over the
federal subpoena of the Belfast Project
oral history tapes guarded by Boston
College has piqued the interest of several
advocacy groups who are taking active
measures outside of the court system to

quash the order.
Representatives of Irish American
organizations recently met with officials
in Senator

the federal subpoena of confidential oral
historiesrelated to a period known as ?the
Troubles? in Northern Ireland that lasted
from 1969-1998.
Richard Wall and Richard Thompson
of the Massachusetts Ancient Order of
Hibernians, an Irish Catholic fraternal
organization which seeks as part of its
mission for a peaceful and just solution to
the issues that divide Ireland-alongwith
Boston attorneys John Foley and James
Cotter and New York attorney Stephen
McCabe of the Brehon Law Society and
the Irish Parades Emergency Committee
briefed staffers on the subpoena controversy.

?Discussed was the chillingeffectof the
actions of Great Britain in issuing subpoe-

See Subpoena, A4

John Kerry?s office regarding

7TH ANNUAL RED BANDANA RACE Heritage Month closing
ceremony celebrates familia
BY SAMANTHA COSTANZO
For The Heights
Boston College closed Hispanic Heritage Month with a night full of music,

dancing, and

most importantly, familia.
Noche de Sabor! Latin Cultural Show!,
put on by the AH ANA Student Programs
Office, the Organization of Latin American Affairs (OLAA), Casa Hispanica, and
Bienvenidos, took place last Friday, Oct.
14 in Gasson 100. The show marked the
end of BC?s third annual Hispanic Heri-

tage Month celebration.
alex trautwig/ heights editor

On Saturday, a record number ofrunners turned out for the 7th annual Welles Remy Crowther Red Bandana race remembering Crowther, BC ?99.

Record numbers gathered on Saturday to
run in commemoration of 9/11 hero
BY DANIELLI MARZOUCA
For The Heights

Three years later, eyewitness accounts of
a red bandana-clad man pointedtowards
Crowther?s heroism in his last hour. With

Over 1,050 runners filled Linden Lane
on a brisk, sunny morning this Saturday
as the 7th annual Welles Remy Crowther
Red Bandana race began with its largest
turnout ever.
?It?s just a really good cause and
it?s really cool to see everybody come

a red bandana protecting his nose and
mouth from smoke and debris, he was
able to save at least 12 lives that day. He
directed two groups of confused people
up and down 17 flights of stairs until, on

together,? said Claire Townely, A&S ?l4.
Crowther, BC ?99, worked as an equities
trader in the South Tower of the World
Trade Center until Sept. 11, when he lost
his life in efforts to save many others.

his way back up for trapped victims, he
and other FDNY members were caught
in falling debris.
Crowther?s father, Jeff, had given his
son a red bandana whenhe was six-yearsold and said, ?Now this white handkerchief, that?s for show. This red bandana,

BY TANNER EDWARDS
Heights

Staff

The Office of HealthPromotion (OHP),
in collaborationwith the UGBC, is set to
kick off Rethink Drink Week this coming
Monday. The effort is thelatestin a series of
initiatives aimed at sparking dialogueand
awareness of Boston College?s alcohol and
drug cultureby campus leaders this fall.
?ReThink Drink Week is geared toward
promoting safe and healthychoices around
alcohol use,? said Robyn Priest, associate
directorof the OHP.
The week-long event will be highlighted by different, awareness-raising
programming each day around campus.
The itinerary includes a Monday kick-off
celebration in the academic quad, alcohol
surveys in the Plex on Tuesday, interactive
?fatal vision? goggle demonstrations on
Wednesday, Thursday?s screening of the
award-winning alcohol awareness documentary Haze, and a Friday ?Kiss Me I?m

See Closing, A4

that?s to blow.? Since then, Crowtherkept
thatbandana in his back pocket, becoming his signature item. It was clear to his
parents that the ?mysterious? red-bandana man seen on the 78th floor of the
sky lobby was their son and eyewitnesses
later proved it.
Its significance has perpetuated its
prevalence and is becomingtraditional BC
football sportswear, a constant reminder
of the selfless spirit of Crowther and a
driving force in the skyrocketing participation in this year?s Red Bandana Race.
?There are changes coming. His story
is not meant to be put on a pedestal, but
to be shared with the world. You are a part
of a growing story,? said Alison Crowther,
Kevin hou / heights editor

See Red Bandana, A4

HispanicHeritage Month closed with a night full of music, dancing,and celebrationof family.

EcoPledge presents
Harvest Fest event
BY DEVON SANFORD
For The Heights

Sober? dance in the O?Connell House.
?With ReThink Drink Week we want to
have students see drinkingfrom a different
angle,? said Krizia Vinck, UGBC co-director of Healthand Safetyand A&S ?l2. ?It is
cool not to drink and there is a safe way to
drink if you do want to drink,? she said.
The week?s events will also touch on
themes already featured in the ?Stay in
Your Green Zone? and ?Kiss MeI?m Sober?
campaigns launchedearlier in the semester
by OHP and UGBC. Portions of next week?s
programming will aim to inform students
about healthy drinking,social issues associated with alcohol and drugs, alternative
options to substanceuse, andresources for
those in need of assistance whensubstance
abuse becomes dangerous.

After some delay, EcoPledge presented the much anticipated Harvest Fest this Monday afternoon in O?Neill Plaza.
The festival, which was originally scheduled for last Friday,
celebratedfood and agriculture as part of the Sustainable
Agriculture CampaignWeek.
?The goal of Harvest Fest is to reach out to theBoston College community and bring awareness to the effect food has on
nutrition, social justiceand the environment,? said Meg Lister,
EcoPledge president and A&S ?l2. ?People don?t realize that
ecologicalissues connect to other social injustices.?
Harvest Fest is part of a week-long campaign to bring
awareness to ecological problems on campus and promote
a more eco-friendly environment. The campaign began last
Tuesday in the academic quad.EcoPledge members rallied
students to sign a petition that wouldsupply compostablecups
to the dining halls. The cups currently used in the dining halls
are wax-coated and non-recyclable. Compostable cups offer
an environmentally-friendlyalternative to the plastic cups
because they are biodegradable.EcoPledge hopes to bring
the compostable cups into dining halls to help create a more
eco-friendly campus.
On Wednesday,EcoPledge openedits art gallery,?Around
BC in 20 Meals,? on the first floor of O?Neill. The exhibit displayedpictures of five BC students? typical meals,and analyzed
thehealthinessand environmentalconsequences of theirfood
choices. The gallery, which will be open until Oct. 27, displayed

The program?s placement before events
that traditionally inspire riskier drinking
is intentional, according to the programs
creators.

?Oct. 31 is Halloween, Nov. 3. is the
night homefootball game, and Homecoming Dance is Nov. 11, andallof theseevents
historically have resulted in high-risk
drinking amongstudents and increases in
the number of students needing medical
assistance,? said Priest. ?[UGBC president]

See ReThink, A4

directorof AHANA student programs.
Friday?s show began with the ?Desfile de Nuestros Paises,? or ?Parade of
Our Countries,? in which BC students
carried flags representing the world?s
Hispanic countries. The show featured
performances from BC groupsB.E.A.T.S.

?Our goals were to promote awareness, appreciation, and understanding of

ReThink Drink Week aims
to continue the conversation
Week-long series of
events kick off this
coming Monday

Latino cultures, contributions, and experiences for the benefit of all membersof
the BC community; to encourage mutual
respect for diversity of all people; and to
foster the positive growth of Latino studentsin developingand establishing their
identity,? said Ines Maturana Sendoya,

kylie

montero

/

A student paints a pumpkin (above) during Monday?s harvest

heights staff

See Harvest Fest, A4

TopTHREE
things

to do on campus thisweek

IN THE NEWS

Film Screening in cushing

1

Today
Time: 7 p.m.
Location: Cushing
Auditorium

Come view a film titled
Kenya: Passing the Baton
in Cushing Auditorium.
The film was produced
by John J. Michalczyk, co-director of the film
department, and speaks about the rebuilding
of Kenya after the violence that ensued there
between 2007-2008.

UNIVERSITY

Barmatch iPhone application helps
users to navigate the bar scene
Miguel Galvez, A&S ?l2, and a group of Boston
College and University of Pennsylvania students
plan to launch their new iPhone application,
Barmatch, at a location in Boston this coming
week.The application, which was developedover
this past summer, is now available on the iTunes

Friday

Time: 7 p.m.
Location: Conte Forum
Be a Superfan and cheer on the Eagles
as they take on the University of Mas-

App Store.

?It is a social networking app that uses location-based technologies to help users meet new
people,? Galvez said.

sachusetts Minutemen in Conte Forum
at 7 p.m.

After the app is downloaded, the application
allows its users to enter their name and upload a

picture, which will be visible to other registered
users. If a user is in the vicinity of a registered so-

PlexapaloozaFeaturingSuper Mash Bros.

3

Friday
Time: 10:30p.m.
Location: The Plex
Don?t miss this fall?s dance featuring
Super Mash Bros., S&A Dime, and
ILO Productions in the Plex. Doors will
open at 10:30 p.m.

The United States Department of Health and Human Services has found that Marija Manojlovic, a
former graduate student at the University of Pittsburgh, falsified data, according to a report by The
Chronicle of HigherEducation, in a presentationand
a draftof a paper. the department?s Office of Internal
Integrity reported that Manojlovic fabricated the
synthesis and characterizationof five steps and the
result in a chemical reaction. Manojlovichas agreed
to be supervised for three years in federally backed
research and not to serve in an advisorycapacity to
the U.S. PublicHealth Service.

LOCAL NEWS
Newton school alumni report al-

leged abuse by administrator
Two men who attendedNewton?s Fessenden School

say they

were

molested by Arthur Claridge, former

cial venue, he or she will be ableto check in. After
checking in, users are able to see the pictures of
other users in that bar or club and can select the
picture of a person they are interested in meeting.
If the other selects that user back, a notification
will be sent to both users, taking the guess work

assistant headmaster, in the 19705, according to a
report in The Newton Tab. Claridge was forced to
resign in 1977. On Tuesdaymorning, the school sent
out a letterto 7,500 alumni, faculty,and parents asking
any additional victims to come forward and offering
assistance and an apology. The two men, who wish to
remain anonymous, are being representedby Boston

out of meeting new people.

attorney Mitchell Garabedian.

FEATURED STORY

Panel focuses on Occupy Wall Street movement
BY REBECCA KAILUS
For The Heights
Around the nation, the Occupy Wall Street movement has
been catching media attention as
quicklyas the tent cities havebeen
springing up.
On Wednesday night, the
Americans for an InformedDemocracy (AID) brought a discussion about this movement
through a panel called ?#Occupy
Wall Street: Liberal Tea Party??
before a crowded audience in
Fulton.
AID coordinated the discussion in an effort to bring an academic perspective of the movement to thestudent body.
?We pride ourselves with moving faster than other student
organizations in bring current
political discussions to the student body. [Through this event]
we are looking at theOccupyand
Tea Party movements from an
academic, political science view,?
said Jayson Joyce,AID president
and A&S ?l2.
AID is a non-partisan initiative
that seeks to inspire anew generation ofinternationalistleadersand
promote a United States foreign
policy appropriatefor an interdependentworld.Their mission isto
increase globalunderstandingand
consciousness by broadening the

ferent responses to the economic
situation, converging opinionsare
beginning to surface.
?There is a great dealofemerging consensusontheleftandright.
I see that every day. I sit in a tent all
daywith RonPaul supporters and
thereis an emerging consensus of,
well, one of themany buzzwords
they use is ?keeping Wall Street out
of government,?? Squibbsaid.
Mayerspoke of different common threads between the Tea
Party movement andthe emerging
alex trautWig / heightS editor
Occupy movement, specifically
A panelist gives his view of the Occupy Wall Street movement at a discussion last night in Fulton (above). the fundamental sincerity inherent in both.
set of issues discussed in relation
Panelists William Mayer, proreaction of liberalsto the summer?s
?You can?t buy a mass movedebt-ceiling debate, though no ment. These movements are sinto therole of the U.S. in theworld. fessor of politicalscience at NorthAlD?s missionisrooted in the funeastern University,Kay Schlozman, cohesive agenda or goals have cere. Sincerity isn?t a test of a
damentalbeliefthatmutual under- professor of political science at been articulated by the various movement,but it is a fundamental
standing between states facilitates Boston College, Rich Howell, groupsof peopleparticipating in component,? Mayersaid.
policy cooperation by bringing founder of the Pioneer Valley Tea the movement. The Occupy Wall
This sincerity and a return to
attention to common ground and Party in Massachusetts, and SteStreetmovement has since spread American constitutionalist princollaborativeopportunities.
ven Squibb, an English graduate to Boston, where over 100 partici- ciples, Howell, said is what has
said
discussion
of
both
student at Harvard University who pants havebeen arrested.
a
Joyce
led to the strength in theTea Party
theTea Party andtheOccupy Wall has been volunteeringin themedia
Squibb, who is on thefrontlines movement.
Street movements speak to the tent ofOccupy Boston, spoke of the of theOccupy Boston movement,
?The strength of the Tea Party
mission of AID.
similarities between the Occupy began his assessment of the situa- is in that they have rediscovered
?We believethis event speaks to and Tea Party movements in their tionby clarifyinghe doesnot speak what it is to be an American
themissionstatement of AID. AID, respective growth, motivation, for the whole movement.
citizen. And they have made an
asour titlesuggests,brings current goals, anddirections.
?I don?t speakfor themovement. impact in that. Thesepeople have
The Occupy movement began Everyone downthere has complete- educated themselvesand through
political issues for student discussion. The Tea Party and Occupy a few weeks ago in New York City, ly differentviews,? Squibb said.
the Constitution they have found
movements are both important andsincehas spreadto 80 citiesand
Squibb said that both the Tea out who they are. If you aren?t goissues and we wanted to create has expanded globally. The New Party and the Occupy movements ing to govern for yourself, somea panel for student discussion,?
York Times has reported that the have their roots in the economic one will governfor you,? Howell
movement arose partly due to the
situation. Though they have difsaid. n
Joyce said.

POLICE BLOTTER

VOICES FROM THE DUSTBOWL

10/14/11-10/15/11

?Who is your favorite
superhero??

Friday, oct. 14
8:18 p.m. A report was filed regarding a
parent who contacted BcPD stating that
she was concerned because she was unable
-

to contact her daughter. officers checked
several areas on campus for the student
including her on campus residence but were
unable to locate her. information obtained
during an investigation led officers to an
off campus residence whereshe was located

safeandsound. thestudent thencontacted
her mother.
10:04 p.m. A report was filed regarding a Bc student who physically as-

saulted

an

eMt. the student

was

be-

ing transported due to excessive intoxication. criminal charges may be filed.

Saturday, oct. 15
12:15 a.m.

-

A report was filed regarding a

BcPD officer assigned to the Boston Police
community Unit whoreported that they had
stopped and identified three Bc students
who were shouting vulgarities at them.
the report will be forwarded to oDSD for
internal disciplinary action.

12:40 a.m. A report was filed regarding a
report of a loudparty. one studentwho was
askedfor his identificationran and jumped
-

off the second floor porch resulting in lacerations to his face, arms, and legs due to

the fall. thestudent was transported to St.
elizabeth?s Hospital. twoBc students who
both reside at the residence were informed
by the Boston Policethat they will be sum-

monsedinto court and charged with procuring alcohol to minors and for being minors
in possession of alcoholic beverages.

A report was filed regarding a
report of someone who had thrown a rock
at the front windshield of a police cruiser.
the passenger side of the windshield was
2:03

a.m.

?Captain America.?
?Kelsey Maher,
A&S ?l4

-

broken.
2:10

A report was filed regardstudent who stated that he

a.m.
ing a Bc

-

had been physically assaulted by three
unknown males. the party refused to
be transported to a medical facility for
his injuries. A detective is investigating.

2:39 a.m. Areport was filed regarding two
Bc students who reported that they were
concernedfor their friend who was intoxicatedand left the area with an unidentified
male.
-

FOUR DAY
WEATHER FORECAST

Former University of Pittsburgh
grad student falsified data

ON CAMPUS

Men?s hockey v. university of Massachusetts

2
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?Batman, because he doesn?t
have any super powers.?
?Rory Gale,
cSoM ?l5

3:00 a.m. A report was filed regarding a
call from an rA that several males were
smoking marijuana outside of Fitzpatrick

Source: NatioNal

Weather Service
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?Batman or Wonder
Woman.?
?Matt Ferrucci,
A&S ?l5

Hall.officersresponded,but theparties had
fled the area prior to their arrival.
a.m. A report was filed regarding a
security attendant at 2000commonwealth
Ave who reported that a malebecame verbally abusive towardsher whenshe refused
him entry into the building. the suspect
was identified as a Bc student and he was

3:04

CORRECTIONS

-

advised that a report wouldbe filed.
?Source: The Boston College
Police Department

?Wolverine.?
?Max Ma,
A&S ?l5

Please send
corrections to
editor@bcheights.com
with ?correction?
in the subject line.
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Cardenal speaks about poverty and justice
BY MEGAN RAUCH
For The Heights

to leavethe house.The peoplewere

?l have to leave, but I want to

leaveyou with something from me:
an oath before God. From today
until the day I die, I dedicate my
life to the liberation of the poor
in the struggle for justice, and you
are my inspiration.? Rev. Fernando
Cardenal, S.J., declared this to his
friends and neighbors in Medellin,
Colombia, over 40 years ago after
completing his final course for
becoming a memberof the Society
of Jesus.
As Cardenal explained, with
the assistance of a translator, to
the filled hall in Devlin 008 on the
evening of Oct. 12, his time spent
living in one of the poorest neighborhoods in Medellin informed
his entire life?s work as a Jesuit
and political leader in his native
Nicaragua.
?When I first learned the news
that I wouldbe taking the course
in Medellin, I thought, ?This is my
time. This is my time to really learn
and fill the vacuum in my mind. I

will truly learn about poverty by
living with the poor,?? he said.
The Jesuit recalled many enlightening moments during his
time in Medellin that captured
how hard life was for those living
in abject poverty. ?My information
aboutthepoor came from my poor
neighbors,? he said. ?That was the
issue for me, and it was really hard
for me to see my friends suffer.?
Among his neighbors was a
family with seven children, whom
Cardenal referred to as his ?little
bodyguards? because they were
always following him around.
One time, when hereturned to his
Jesuit residence, Cardenal walked
in to find the children eating the
Jesuits? garbage. He describedthe
emotional impact this moment
had on him. Cardenal said, ?That
was a bighit for me. I loved them.
You can?t imagine what that did
for me.?
He continued, ?Many times, the
only thing thesechildrenhad to eat
was a roll made from corn and hot
water with brown sugar added to
it. My neighborhoodwas like a big
lake, and we were all under the water of suffering. Often, I didn?t want

always suffering andwithout hope.
When I walked down the street, I
kept repeating to myself, ?Unbearable. Unbearable. Unbearable.??
Cardenal realized, ?I cannot
accept that people live this way.
As a human being and as a Chris-

This...

tian, I cannot accept it. It has to

change.?
Upon returning to Nicaragua,

The number of BCPD officers at the next student event
may be changing.
A longstanding University
policy for events required all
student clubs hosting entertainment events on campus,
from concerts to Nights on
the Heights (NOTH) events
to meet with BCPD to determine appropriate police staffing levels. The officers staffing
the events, however, bill an
overtime hourly rate of $46.25
per hour, per officer with a
?

?

Cardenal?s friend, refused multiple
requests from student leadersfor a
meeting. ?The students requested

three things,? he said. ?First, they
demanded a dialogue with the
president. Second, they wanted a Rev. Fernando Cardenal,
S.J. speaks to a filled Devlin 008 (above).
reform of the university?s regulations, which were put in place when olution, and the Cuban RevoluNicaragua began rebuilding,
the school was still verysmall.And tions?all were donewithout, in and Cardenal launched his litthird, they wanted to participate spite of, and against Christians. I eracy campaign. ?Fifty percent
in the arenas and direction of the am a believer. I am a priest.??
of the country was illiterate,? he
What brought Cardenalover said. ?Those who cannot read are
University.?
to their side was that they were
poor twice. They are thepoorest
Much to his surprise, the students asked Cardenal to speak working to destroy the Somoza of the poor.?
at their big rally in the school?s
Cardenal enlisted the help
army and build up the country
for the poor. The National Libof 60,000 volunteers, which he
gymnasium. ?At first, I didn?t want
to speak, but I couldn?t say no,? he
eration Front?s leader, who went
notes is an impressive number
said. ?I wondered, ?What do I say?? by Marcos, assured the Jesuit for a country with a population
I worried about being a traitor to
that the student army also had of only three million, to live in
my friendship with the president. respect for different religious the mountains and teach the
Eventually, I realized, no matter beliefs.
peasant families to read and
what, no matter what my superiors
Later, theNationalLiberation write. Although it was chalsay, if I don?t say now what I was Front asked the Jesuit to speak lenging, Cardenal credits the
thinking, I wouldbe a traitor to the to the United States Congress to volunteers with the success of
oath I made in Medellin.I told them denouncethe Somoza president the campaign.
I heard theirrequest, and Ibelieved of Nicaragua, whose regime had
?What we did in the headit to be just. I felt really emotional. been supported by theAmerican quarters office is small comI opened my heartto the students,
government for 45 years. ?I told pared with what we did with the
and I said, ?I support your position them, ?To denounce the presiyoung people in the mountains,?
as long as you act without violence
dent was an important mission. he said. ?Despite threats from
and act democratically.??
It was a dangerousmission, and I counter-revolutionaries, not one
Later, while working at the accept the mission,?? he said.
young person dropped out.?
National University in Nicaragua,
After Cardenal?s hearing beCardenal?s campaign raised
Cardenal was approachedby the fore Congress, President Jimmy the literacy rate in Nicaragua
student rebels fighting against the Carter stopped providing aid to 87 percent, and in 1980, the
Somoza dictator. They wanted him
to the dictatorial government
country was awarded UNESCO?s
to help their cause.
in Nicaragua. Eighteen months literacy award.Currently,the Je?I explained to Marcos, ?The later, the Somoza army was suit runs a program to aidschool
systems in Nicaragua.
French Revolution, the Soviet Revdefeated.

four hour-minimum. Student
organizations must fund any
required officers from their

program budgets, possibly adding a significant cost to an event
depending on the number of
required officers.
?We staff to handle our normal call volume,? said John King,
chief of BCPD. ?We can?t devote
a shift officer exclusively to

shift officer away from being
able to respond to an emergency
in order to staff an event.?
Under a new approach implemented by King, all organizations will continue to meet
to any event

with BCPD prior

organizational model tak-

ing effect this academic year.
Under the new model, BCPD
will be arranged into four bureaus,

event. We will work on the plan

for both the pre and post event
staffing review process for stu-

including a planning and
administration bureau, supervised by a captain, which will
oversee policy and procedures,
as well as training, accreditation, and event management.
The policy and administration bureau will be responsible
dent

events.

Students should

notice a change starting in the
spring semester as the department

process for staffing

police will be fair
and meet the safety
needs of events.?
?Mark Miceli,
Associate Director of
Student Programs

staff a student event. Shift officers can support an event in
an emergency, but they are not
a substituteto having an officer
assigned to oversee an event. I
don?t feel comfortable taking a

new

?Depending on the type of
event and past experiences,
we may make the decision to
scale down staffing or adjust
resources,? King said. ?We want
to staff events appropriately
and proportionate with the
safety and security needs of an

?I believe the new

together with students so there
will be no surprises.?
?I believe the new process for

adds additionalresources.

In the coming weeks, BCPD will
add an associate director/deputy

chief, allowing the department?s
captain, Margaret Connolly, to
focus on planning and administrative tasks, including student

staffing.
?We are not quite where I
want to be in theprocess, but we
are working hard to get everything in place,? King said.
In addition to the policy
and administration bureau, a
business services bureau will
event

provide internal support for
the department; a dispatch and

communication bureau will
staffing police will be fair and address the technical needs of
meet the safety needs of events,?
the department, and a bureau
said Mark Miceli, associate di- known as Community Policing
rector of student programs.
and Patrol Services, the departin
The change
determining ment?s largest and most visible
staffing at student events came bureau, will handle policing and
as a result of the department?s
patrol matters. n

WANT TO BE
THIS POPULAR?**
.

If

WRITE FOR NEWS.
CONTACT

NEWS@BCHEIGHTS.COM

attacks.

remembering Crowther as a
part of the BC family and as
a Sept. 11 hero. Throughout

job, a student movement erupted
on campus because the president,

performed with student organizers and BCPD.

Boston College tradition in

The 5K Red Bandana Run
in honor of Welles Remy
Crowther, BC ?99, that took
place last Saturday, Oct. 15,

Cardenal said.
However, on his third dayat the

as previously done, but a post
event evaluation will also be

Heights Editor

marked the seventh annual

September, which took place in
Arlington, Va. The course goes
past the repaired west wall
of the Pentagon, and brings
athletes, local businesses, and
members of the community
together to pay respect and
rememberthose lost in the

SEPT. 11 MEMORIAL
RUNS:

the Jesuit continued to work
for justice. His first assignment
was as the vice-provost for students at the Nicaraguan Jesuit
University, where his friend was
the university?s president. ?I had
great admirationfor him. He was
charismatic and extraordinary,?

BCPD increases requirements
for campus event staffing
BY DANIEL TONKOVICH

Consider

_
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September and October
in New York, Virginia, and
Washington D.C., as well as
in Boston, remembranceruns
take place commemorating
other heroes and foundations,
urging athletes and supporters
to come together to pay tribute
to great Americans and their
families still affected by the
tragedy:

Tunnel To Towers Run:
The Tunnel To Towers Run
is a 5K race through the
Brooklyn Battery Tunnel to
Ground Zero. The race honors
firefighter Stephen Siller, who
ran through the tunnel with
60 pounds of gear on his back
to meet up with his squad
and respond to the attackat
the World TradeCenters. Ten
years after the start of the
tribute run, 30,000 runners ran
-

the 5K on Sept. 25.

The 9/11 Heroes Run:
Set up through the Travis
Manion foundation, the 9/11
Heroes Run 5K happens in
many cities across the country
to commemorate those lost
due to the attacks, with the
money going to charities that
-

aid community protection. The
mission of the run is to ?honor
the fallenby challenging the
living.?

Arlington Police, Fire,
and Sheriff 9/11 MemorialSK:
3,300 runners participated
-

in the annual 5K this past

5K World Trade Center
Run To Remember:The Run
to Remember takes runners
and walkers around Governors
Island, which lies in the center
of New York Harbor. This run
is unique in that runners can
personalize their own running
bib to honor the person they
are running or walking for. The
race is large enough to ensure
that there is a runner for each
person who was lost on 9/11.
-

Team Red White and Blue
9/11 Memorial Run: Taking
place on Sept. 11 at Liberty
State Park in New Jersey, the
memorialrun honors victims
and their families and consists
-

of teams of runners who run
along the park with views of
the New York City skyline
and the Statue of Liberty. The
run begins in the morning
upon the arrivalof a group

of runners who run from
the United States Military
Academy at West Point to the
park, which is followed by
a moment of silence at 8:46
a.m. when the first plane hit,
and the runners run until
sundown.
9/11 Victory Run: Taking
place in Atlanta, Ga., the 5K
-

honors fallen hero Ryan Means
and also salutes both veterans

and soldiers.Another focus
of the run is to celebrate the
freedom we share by paying
respect to all those who keep
it safe.
-Anna Patrick

n
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Outside measures taken to quash order
Subpoena,from A1

Ireland associated with the Provisional
IRA, ordered McConville?s murder. Ad-

could have on oral history projects,
and the first amendment questionsraised
when journalistsare requestedto divulge
informationobtained in confidence,? said
the representatives in a statement.
Kerry?s office has expressed concern
over the sensitive issue.
?Senator Kerry and his staff have
sought information and been kept up to
date on the subpoenas issued to Boston
College. Obviously this is a sensitive issue,
andwhile it is an issue for the courts, Senator Kerry has urged all parties involvedto
carefully consider any actions that could
affect the peace process,? said Whitney
Smith, press secretary for Kerry.
Kerry was involved in the Belfast
Agreement, which includes assurances

has deniedthe allegations.
Violation of the Belfast Agreement
is the argument used by Moloney, who
directed the Belfast Project currently
housed in the Burns Library, and Anthony Mclntyre, a former IRA member
who interviewed Republicans for the
project, to object to the federal subpoena
separate from BC?s challenge. Moloney
and Mclntyre argue that the use of the
tapes for the prosecution concerning
McConville?s death is a directviolationof
the agreement.
The international ordeal has also
sparked action by the Irish American
Unity Conference (lAUC), an advocacy
organization for continuedreconciliation

nas

that offenses which occurred prior to the
1998 agreement would not be re-opened

for trial.
The subpoenaed oral history tapes,
promised to the interviewees to remain
confidentialuntildeathof the interviewee,
are part of an investigation into murders
and kidnappings conducted as part of the
struggle over governance in Northern
Ireland. Law enforcement officials in the
United Kingdom, issuing a subpoenafor
the tapes through the U.S. Attorney?s office, seek the contents of the project in

hopes of gathering information related

the 1972 abductionand murderof Jean
McConville.
McConville was a motherof 10, residing in Belfast at the time, and suspected
of being an informerfor British loyalists.
to

Alex TrAuTwig / heighTs ediTOr

Runners sported red bandanas (above) as a symbol of the race?s namesake, Welles Crowther.

Largest turnout to date
for Welles Crowther race
Red Bandana, from A1

son, my best friend I know he has a big
smile on his facefor what you all are doing

Crowther?s mother, to the crowdgathered
before her prior to the race. Alison and
Jeff have been invited as guest speakers
to other schools and say that, ?Yes, he?s
a hero that saved lives, but there are
many heroes. We?re facing 1,000 heroes
today.?
Jeff touchingly said, ?We lost our only

here today.? The proceeds of the donations
will go toward the charity of the winner?s
choosing as a part of the Welles Remy
CrowtherCharitable Trust.
Alisonleft therunners with a poignant
quote she felt he would have wantedher
to say: ?Be courageous. Care for others.
A hero lies in you.? n

?

The IRA has admitted its involvement in
the murder of McConville,whose remains
were discovered in Ireland in 2003, but

ams

in Northern Ireland. The lAUC has issued
a plea to U.S. Secretary of State Hillary

?In

sum, the

information

sought has a serious
potential for destabilizing
the peace process and, by
extension, U.S. national
security interests.?
?Thomas J. Burke, Jr.,
National President of the
Clinton to intervene and have the subpoenarescinded, claiming the subpoenaed
documents would endanger the reconciliation process in Northern Ireland.

individuals have been charged with
?Release of the materials sought by
the murder.
the subpoenas would be contrary to
The interviews of one of the Project?s the foreign policy and national security
participants, Brendan Hughes, has been interests of the U.S. because they have a
handed over to the requesting party in high potential for severely undermining
the UK, as the promise of confidentiality the peace process, which has been an
expired upon his death in 2008, and most important foreign policy objective of the
of his testimony has already appeared in
U.S. for the past 15 years,? said Thomas J.
Burke, Jr., national president of the lAUC,
Irish journalistEd Moloney?s Voices from
in his letter to Clinton.
the Grave. The testimony of others, includ?As you are aware, the United States,
ing Delores Price, the subject of the original subpoenafor records, continues to be underthe administrationof formerpresiheld in confidentiality by the University dent Clinton, was a principal architect of
until deathof the individualinterviewed. the GoodFriday Agreement,or ?GFA? [also
Both Hughes and Price made previous known as the Belfast Agreement]signed
assertions that Gerry Adams, the leader in 1998 by the U.K. and the Republic of
of Sinn Fein, a political party in Northern Ireland.The results of this historic agreeno

ment have been the establishment of

stability and relative calm to the North
of Ireland.?
?In sum, the information sought has
a serious potential for destabilizing the
peace process and, by extension, U.S. nationalsecurity interests,? Burke said. ?The
lAUC therefore urgently requests thatyou
communicate with AttorneyGeneral Eric
Holder, regarding the serious national
security implicationsraised by the subject
subpoenas, and for that reason request
that the subpoenasbe withdrawn.?
Representativesfrom the lAUC could
not be reached for additionalcomment on
their request to Clinton or other efforts to
annul the request for records.
The concern of the lAUC over the
impact of the release of the tapes on the
reconciliation process in Northern Ireland
echoes the position of the University. BC
maintains that relinquishing interviews
prior to the death of interviewees as
promised by the Project coordinators

would not only violate an agreement,
but also jeopardizethe safety of the participants in the Belfast Project, the peace
process in Northern Ireland,and academic
freedom.
?The University?s ongoing position
has been that the premature release of
the tapes could threaten the safety of the

participants, the enterpriseoforal history,
and the ongoing peace and reconciliation
process in Northern Ireland,? said University Spokesman Jack Dunn, in a previous
interview.
Prosecutors maintain that BC had no

authority to grant confidentialityand that
justice for a crime supersedes academic

privilege.
Despite the increased concern from
outside organizations, officials declined
to comment further on the case.
?Many Irish and Irish-American
groups have expressed interest in this
case, and offered opinions and support
in varying ways. While all are welcome
to do so, we prefer not to comment on
the case until it is resolved in the U.S.
District Court.?
Prolonging the ordeal, Judge Joseph
Tauro removed himself from the case
stating conflict of interest. His son, Christopher Tauro, is a partner at Edwards
Wildman Palmer, the firm representing
the interests of BC in the case. Judge
William Young has been assigned to the
case. n

Student safety the focus of ReThink Drink
Re Think, from A1
Mike [Kitlas] shared the idea of co-sponsoring ReThink Drink Week
just prior
to these events associated with high-risk
drinking in the hopes of encouraging
students to make safe decisions every
weekend, but especiallyduring these types
of events.?
Other leaders spearheading the program describedRethink Drink Week as,
ideally, a continuation of a campus-wide
conversation on drinking and drug culture
initiatedthis fall.
?During Healthapalooza, we initiated
?

forward to continuing the discussion
that the student body has been a part of
in response to the alcohol problem on
campus,? he said.
?

Vinck said that the Healthapaloozawas
the site of a fruitful campus dialogue on
drug and alcohol issues over 500 members
strong. Respondents at her UGBC booth

voiced their opinions on questions ranging from their perceptions on a campus
?alcohol problem? to the ways such an issue
shouldbe addressedby student leadersand
administrators.
?We got a lotof valuable answers,? Vinck
said. ?At ReThink Drink Week, we want

an outletfor student voices in a one-oneone setting in order to get their feedback
on this issue.?

The excitement of campus leaders and
administrators about such a dialogue is
fueled by their successful fostering of
conversation so far, at least from Muller?s
point of view.
?We have been working together since
the beginning of the year and have really
noticed the effect we are having on the
student body,? Mullersaid.
All parties involved encouraged students to visit the OHP website,Facebook,
and Twitter pagesfor more detailed infor-

discussion and had some excellentrespons-

to continue encouraging and promoting

mation on the week?s events and the health

es,? said JohnMuller, UGBC co-directorof
Health and Safety and A&S ?l4. ?We look

conversation about alcohol and drug use
amidst the larger BC community, and be

andsafety awarenessReThink Drink Week
aims to inspire. n

Hispanic Heritage Month comes to a close
Closing, from A1
and Sexual Chocolate, as well as outside
groups Salsa y Control, Bajucol-Ballet
Folklorico Juvenil Colombiano, Flamenco
Boston, who talked about the multicultural history of flamenco dancing, and
Camelia Latin Jazz band, who started a
dance party with theirtropical tunes and
a request for audience members to find a
partner and dance.
Outside at intermission, guests

snacked

on empanadas,

Cuban sand-

wiches, plantains, and cake, while admiring a table of T-shirts, handed out
at the end of the show, that read, ?Being
Latino is??

?There are so many answers, but that?s
the point of the dot dot dot,? saidAndrea
Lopez, a member of the event?s steering
committee and CSON ?l4. ?But I?d say
being Latino is 24/7 happiness.?
Cristian Lopez, a member of the
steering committee and CSOM ?l4, said,
?It?s beingproud of your cultureand cel-

familia, the steering committee invited
ebrating that everyone is different.?
In her opening remarks, Sendoya groups like 8.E.A.T.5., which does not
offered her own explanation of what it specifically represent Latino culture,
to perform. ?We?re here to support the
means to be Latino: ??creating familia
wherever we go and giving sabor.?
other AHANA groups on campus,? said
Courtney Walker, a memberof B.E.A.T.S.
Felicia Garcia, A&S ?l4, seemedsomewhat unsure of how easily this sense of and A&S ?l2.
A great deal of the flavor, came from
community could be created,however.?I
feel like people here stick with what they emcees JesusTapia, A&S ?l4, and Vanessa
know,? she said of integration at BC.
Menchaca, A&S ?l3, who jokedbetween
But familia and sabor
family and acts about the many unique challenges
flavor
are actually the perfect words
that come with growing up in a Latino
to describe the night. Noche de Sabor!
family, from language barriers among
attracted a fairly diverse audience of family members, to how to understand
students, alumni, staff, and administraone?s own culture.
tors this year, something Jorge Miranda,
This year BC sponsored a totalof 15
Hispanic Heritage Month events from
student co-chair of the steering committee and A&S ?l3, considered extremely Sept. 15 to Oct. 14, including a seminar
on studying abroad in Spanish-speaking
important. ?Our commitment to creating events that encompassed Latino countries; an examination of the celebraculture while continuing to emphasize
the importance of attracting the entire
BC community really paid off this year,?

he said.
In an effort to promote this feeling of

tion of Columbus Day, put on in collaboration with the Society of Native American Peoples (SNAP); and the Community
Service-Esperanza 5K to raise money for
a service trip to Guatemala.n
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Ecopledge celebrates food
and agriculture with Fest
Harvest Fest, from A1
a wall of cups, plates and utensils that are

evening, and their set was powered by
bicycles. Students sat alongside the band,
pedaling to the music, as Melodeegoand
Ecopledge worked to promote a more
eco-friendly world.
Ecopledge has big plans for the coming year. ?A lot more students want to get
involved this year and we?re really trying
to reach out to a biggerportion of the BC

typicallydiscardedin the dininghalls. The
mural represents 1/500of the waste generated in Corcoran Commons per week.
?The wall shows students just how much
we waste on a daily basis,? Lister said. ?It?s
an important image.?
After a rainy Thursday and Friday, Harcommunity and different clubs,? Lister
vest Fest resumed Monday afternoon in
said. Ecopledgeis working to expand their
O?Neill Plaza.The eventkicked off at noon SustainßC program.A facultyand student
with pumpkin painting, trivia, and local sustainability collaboration, SustainßC
appletaste-testing. Ecopledgecollaborated usually focuses on curriculum sustainwith other BC clubs at the festival, includability workshops and participation in
ing Rural Water Ventures, Real Food, and Green Month.
the 40-Hour Famine Group.
?This year, we are working to make
?Harvest Fest is an annual tradition [SustainßC] an inclusive umbrella orgaat BC with interactive events and games,?
nization for all sustainability initiatives
Lister said. ?We want students to see how on campus,? Lister said. ?The group now
the ?food based? choices they make affect includes student representatives from
their nutrition, social justices, and the EcoPledge, UGBC, and Real Food, as well
as representatives from teaching faculty,
environment.?
The event continued throughout the Facilities, Dining, BC Greener Lib, and
day. Students came by to try local farm the Office of Residential Life. With the
grown apples and compared their taste to redesign of SustainßC?s organization and
apples grown in Chile, New Zealand, or website, we hope to provide a resource
Washington State. Ecopledgegaveout free and news source for everyone interested
in sustainability at BC. We are also holding
apple cider donuts and hosted a pie eating contest in the late afternoon. At 4:30 themed monthly meetings open to the BC
p.m., local band Melodeego performed community that focus on certain aspects
selections from its latest EP, The World of sustainability and provide a discussion
is You. The band played into the early forum for participants.? n
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HELP WAntED

For sALE
Have you thought about adoption?
Loving and devoted married couple
hoping to adopt. We hope you will
consider us in your options. To learn
more, please call us toll-free at 1877-841-3748, or visit our website
www.roseanneandtim.com. Please
be assured all conversations are held
in strict confidence. With gratitude,
Roseanne and Tim.

Sperm Donors Wanted. Earn up
to $1,200/ month and help build
families. Convenient Cambridge
location. Apply online: www.
SPERMBANK.com.

Italian Tutor Needed Experienced
Italian tutor needed one to two times
a week to tutor beginning Italian on
campus for Boston College student.
E-mail hjmags33@yahoo.com.

HELP WAntED
CS MAJORS WANTED Rewarding
P/T and F/T work available in an
early-stage high tech company in
the North End for talented and skilled
computer majors to code in C++, C#,
.net, and Silverlight, Oracle, MS SQL,
building graphical design, and webbased business applications. Reply
with resume to hres@onlabel.com.

For sALE

?Hummus
sandwiches
at Mac? 11:05

will never be
the same, or as
financially smart?
Directions: The Sudoku is played over a 9x9 grid. In each row
there are 9 slots, some of which are empty and need to be filled.
Each row, column and 3x3 box should contain the numbers 1 to
9. You must follow theserules:
Number can appear only once in each row
Number can appear only once in each column
Number can appear only once in each 3x3 box
The number should appear only once on row, column or area.
·

·

·

·

BOSTC' .PALESTINE

BOSTON
PALESTINE

II

BOSTON

FILM FESTIVAL *
-

CELEBRATING PALESTINIAN CULTURE

OCTOBER 21-30, 2011
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Berklee College of Music,
free venues. Full program and tickets:

+

www.bostonpalestinefilmfest.org

Subscribe to The Heights
Send Name & Address to:
The Heights
Boston College
113 McElroy Commons
Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467

77 STEPS
With director Ibtisam Mara'an

Monday October 24, 7:00 pm

McGuinn 121

Questions? 617.552,8588

Also check out our film series on your campus, coming in earty November, and our
Palestinian hip hop concert 11/13/11.
Details: Visitwww.bostonpalestinefilmfest.org and click UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS.
_
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Push paper, or
push your limits,

0 0

0)=

OiOXc

i_You decide.n

/tfi

¥*L
Music and Lyrics by Stephen Sondheim
Book by James Lapine 4
Directed by PauyDaigneault*
'

0
Peace Corps

The cast includes:

Redefine your world.
ni

www.peacecorps.gov
-

800-424-8580

I'V

Wednesday, October 26, 3:00 pm

Gasson 204

$17.99 per month / $54.99 per

Why do something menial when you can do something
meaningful? Contact the Peace Corps today, and change
your idea of what "changing the world" is all about.

S

GAZASTROPHE
Discussion with director
Samir Abdallah, and movie scenes

Cfty

Jake
Alexander 'l4

Samantha
Goober 'l5

Evan
Murphy 'l2

Kathryn
Raskin 'l5

Tickets: 617.552.4002 or be. edu/theatre
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EDITORIALS

Examining the Barmatch
Application
Although innovative, the smartphone app created
by BC undergrads makes people decidedly one-sided
Within the Boston College community, it could be argued that the ?hook
up? culture is a topic that can only be
understood in a confused, often contradictory fashion. On one hand, theeffects
of hooking up and a call to arms to end
its prevalence are often at the center of
lectures and forums, where speakers
grapplewith what it meansto ?hook up?
in a cerebral manner. On the other hand,
within the context of the BC social life,
thereoften seems to be a disconnectbetween the mind thatcan rationally object
anddesire more fromsexual interactions
and themind that submits?and regardless of the perspective adopted when
submitting to a hook-up, it is, at its basest level,an impersonal exchange.
Barmatch, a new smartphone app,
relied upon the rational, creative minds
of BC undergrads to create an app that,
while not overtly aimed at facilitating
hook ups, makes pursuing these irrational decisions as easy and impersonal as
sending a text message.

While at certain bars, users selectwhom
they would like to ?meet? and, if the attractionis mutual, are sent notifications
thattheir desiredparty is alsointerested.
Goneare expectationsthat connections
will, at the very least, initially require
a foundation of confidence to enact a
face-to-face interaction, replaced by
technology that allows our deepest and
most defining desires to be reduced to
mere algorithms.
While the option to employ methods
more admirable and integrity-driven
than Barmatch in the pursuit of finding
a mate is alwaysavailable,that it exists at
all is disturbing in terms of what it says
not only about the ways in which our
generation chooses to facilitate social
interactionsbut also how we employ our
creativity. After three years of building
ourselvesinto multi-facetedindividuals,
why use a service that drives an activity
that only seeks to reduce our carefully
crafted personas to a one-dimensional
desire?

Online ticketing suggests
a bright future
The UGBC?s online ticketing for Plexapalooza
bodes well for future events
With only a minor, ephemeral glitch
in the system, this past Monday?s online ticketsales for the UGBC?s Plexapalooza concert event on Friday went
off without a hitch. Students with the
memory of waking up before sunrise
just to obtain concert tickets from the
box office at Robsham Theater can
testify to the value of this system of
selling tickets to the undergraduate
population.
While not everyone was able to
purchase admission to the event,
something that not even this efficient
method could account for, the way in
which tickets could be procured was

significantlymore egalitarian and nondiscriminatory for students who would
normallybe stinted by class schedules
or their place of residence.
The Heights would like to commend
the UGBC the repeated success of
this online ticket system, which has
also manifested itself in the ALC Boat
Cruise ticket sales. This initial execution bodes wellfor the dance on Friday,
which seems as though it will not only
be an enjoyable time for its attendees,
but also an exhibition of the utility
that this type of programming has in
regards to student life-one we hope the
administration takes notice of.

Remembering the ?Hunt
for Excellence?
Boston College students should remember to keep striving for
the best during their college career
By the time a student has graduated
from Boston College,she will have sat
through more lectures and speeches
in a four-year period than probably at
any other time during her life. These
are the orientationspeeches, the biology lectures, the poetry slams, the information sessions, and the concerts.
If this BC student was paying attention
at all the events, she would have undoubtedlyheard at least a dozen times
the complimentary phrase, ?Well,
you did get into 8C....? The speaker,
whether it is an orientation leader or
a job recruiter, usually goes on to say
that, because everyone in the audience
was accepted to BC, they are smart
and capable and witty and worldly and
therefore have the capacity to meet
the trials ahead of them.
This certainly isn?t untrue ?BC
boasts rigorous admissionsstandards
and requires academic competence

from the nation?s high school elite.
That means something. We at The
Heights, however, think there is a
need to reflect on possible pitfalls of
living by such an assumptionassumption that one?s college situation
is itself an accomplishment, not an
opportunity.
It seems such a tragedy to limit
oneself so, especially when college
is largely a four-year battle with
complacency. Students with all their
time and with all their agency, work
to expand their comfort zones in an
allowing environment. That is an accomplishment that overshadows even
the highest SAT scores.
So, campus speakers, choose your
words carefully. Students know their
position at BC is an accomplishment.
What they might not know, however,
is what they are capable of accomplishing during their four years here.

an

THE ONLINE BUZZ
Reprinting reader comments from www.bcheights.com, The Online Buzz draws on
the online community to contribute to the ongoing discussion.

A Relook at the Affordable Heath Care Act
In response to ?Jesuits Rally: Catholic Universities
Band TogetherAgainst New MandateCalling for
Contraceptive Distribution? by Marc Francis:

?These universities...sent a letter to the Obama
administrationrequesting an exemption from the
recent mandate that calls for the distributionof
abortion-causingdrugs.? The Affordable Health Care
Act does NOT call for distribution of abortion-caus-

The Facts about Off-Campus
In response to ?To Live on Campus or Not to Live on
Campus? by Jake Bernstein:
I agree with many points in this article. I think moving
off campus helps students grow up in terms ofhow they
allocatetheir discretionaryspending, particularly towards
groceries vs. meal plan. Sure, there?s convenience with
living and eating on campus, but making flexible, conscious decisions about food, rent, utilities, etc are choices
students will eventually have to make in the real world, so
it?s better to start early!

ing drugs. The AffordableHealth Care Act requires
universities to cover all FDA approved contraceptive
methods, sterilization procedures, and patient education and counseling for all women with reproductive
capacity. To write that the AffordableHealth Care
Act will mandate universities to distribute ?abortioncausing drugs? is both inaccurate and irresponsible.
Anonymous

Defense of Legitimacy for Pitt
Football
In response to ?Hoops And Recruiting Hurt By
Realignment? by Matt Ulrich:
Pitt has a minimal history in football? If nine national championships is minimal, I guess BC?s history
is nonexistent, isn?t it?

Anonymous

Anonymous

What do you think?
Write your own letter to the editor
ed itorrtUbch eights, corn

QUOTE OF THE WEEK
A purpose

of human life, no matter who is controlling

it, is to love whoever is around to be loved.
-Kurt Vonnegut (1922 2007), from his book Sirens of
-
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Irony on Display
Thumbs
Up
On to the next In the typical
insatiable, impatient manner
?

that defines Apple product
loving consumers, the release
of the iPhone 4S is beginning
to be overshadowed by rumors of the iPhone 5, whose
features put JamesBond?s tech
crew to shame, like a laser
keyboard, a holographic display and sleeker design. Plus,
the iPhone 5 is lauded as Jobs?
last great hurrah, meaning
upon its projectecd mid-2012
release, it will surely become
a cult classic.
?

I?ll have that on ice
And
you thought standing outside of Mary Ann?s in late
?

November was bad?turns
out, thirsty thrill seekers in
Patagonia, Argentina, are ac-

tually subjecting themselves
to imbibing in the first-ever
bar madeof glacial ice. Don?t
expect to show off your hottest duds in this venue, unless

you?re literally talking about
warmth-producing clothes,
like gloves, a cape, and a
hat, which are required of all
patrons. And don?t count on
staying until close, for after
20 minutes, you?re kicked out
of the 17.6-degreebar.
Seniors
Reality Fiction
looking for a littlecasualreading that speaks in all-too-real
clarity of the experience of a
girl on the precipice of graduation will enjoy the newest
installment in the preppycerebral author Jeffry Eugen?

of the 1 percent, he must be. Is that an
unfair assumption? Of course, but don?t
you know how many injustices the 99
percent has suffered? The 99 percent
lacks healthcare, jobs, savings, food,
and all of life?s other necessities (except

JANINE HANRAHAN
?Ironic? is a word that is often
used, but is poorly understood. Irony
is not, ?10,000 spoons, when all you
need is a knife,? but rather ?a state of
affairs or an event that seems deliberately contrary to what one expects and
is often amusing as a result.? America
was treated to a prime example of
irony just recently.
In between occupying Wall Street,
America mourned the loss of Steve
Jobs, the co-founder, chairman, and
former CEO of Apple, Inc. Apple is a

corportation, and

Jobs madebillions of
dollars at its helm. Undoubtedly, Jobs
was a member of the 1 percent. According to Occupy Wall Street?s lingo,
this made him an oppressor. Shouldn?t
we celebrate his death?
Obviously, the answer is no. Jobs
was a genius and a visionary who
changed our lives with his technological developments.Imagine going to the
Plex without an iPod, or having to use
a Dell for the rest of your life? By stay-

us

beat on one account. This

fall, 140 students meet at 9:30
a.m. for

?The Sociologyof Hip
Hop: Jay Z? with Professor
Michael Eric Dyson. Dyson is
contextualizing Jay-Z?s craft
in terms of what it has done

culturally,politically, and even
in a literary sense. Dyson has
reached out to Jay-Z about
the course for recommendations and says, ?He was pretty
amazed that students were
taking this class seriously.?
Chowdah ?Tis not quite
yet the season to be merry,
but it?s undeniably the season
to be hearty. The New England Clam Chowder served
dailyon this campus is just the
ticket to warm your ones after
a chilly jaunt through campus.
?

Is it aggressive to have a cup
everyday? Would you ask if
it?s aggressive to breathe everyday? No, and TU/TD feels

the two are on the
of necessity.

same level

Seeing Red ? Or at least the
Milwaukee Brewers probably
are after a 12-6 loss to the St.
Louis Cardinals last weekend.

The Cardinals rocky road
to the ultimate professional
baseball challenge is being
touted as a ?true baseball
miracle.? Here?s hoping the
Midwest can pull through in
the clutch.
No TD
type

It?s a

?

glass half-full

of week.
Find

us on Twitter.
@BCTUTD

a daily basis. While

there are Gordon
Gekkos within its walls, there are also
people like Steve Jobs.
The radicals in Zuccotti Park are

Janine Hanrahan is a staff columnist for
The Heights. She welcomes comments at

opinions@bcheights.com.

Tim O?COnnOr
September may have been a bad
month for the Red Sox, but it was
worse for President Barack Obama.
His approval rating reached an all-time
low of 43 percent, his American Jobs
Act was met with a lukewarm reception (and failed to pass the Senate last
week),and the promise of economic
recovery has stagnated. Protestors
took to the streets first in New
York, and then across the nation to
demand the end of revolving-door
corruption and policies that favor big
banks at the expense of working and
middle-classfamilies. Many younger
voters, who helped sweep him into
office in 2008, finds themselves unemployed or underemployed,and the
traditionalbasins of liberal support
appear hesitant to throw in for four
more years.
Presidential hopefuls smell blood
in the water. Obama seems unable or
unwilling to take the sort of drastic action necessary to address the grievances of frustrated voters. Now is the time
to come forward with a bold, profound
plan of action and declare candidacy.
We need someone with vision and
character, and maybe just a dash of
charisma. Many have heard the call,
and now we look upon a field of potential Republican nominees who have...
well, none of these traits. Despite the
golden opportunity that has landed on
the GOP?s door, all the party has managed to assemble is a clown-car full of
empty suits and fringe lunatics.
Mitt Romney, who?s been campaigning for 2012 since his failure to
capture the nomination in 2007, is doing an excellent imitation of someone
who plays a president on TV. He?s run-

POOJA SHAH
The other night while the rest of
the Boston College community was
hibernatingin O?Neill, or stocking up
on the next round of Five-Hour Energy shots, I decided to take advantage
of my completed midtermsand watch
one of my all-time favorite movies,
The Pursuit of Happyness. Although
I?ve watched this film countless times
before (and each time I confirm that
Will Smith is a dashing actor), for the
first time, I actually questioned myself
on what I believe happiness is. Now
this might sound silly to those of you
who are reading this- how can I watch
this allegedly ?favorite? movie of mine

repeatedly, and not ponder one of the

mOllie kOlOsky

/ HeigHTs illusTrATiOn

Can?t Find A Candidate

Runaway Bunny.

Heady Hip Hop ? We can all
agree that Boston College is
the preeminent Jesuit institution in this country. However,
our brethren in the nation?s
capital?a little institution
called Georgetown?may have

people and produces goods we use on

Jobs, we also celebrate a movement
that implicitly demonizes him and
everything he has accomplished. Irony
indeed.

greedy and corrupt. According to
OWS?s Declaration for the Occupation of New York City, here are some
of the things that ?they? have done:
illegallyforeclosed homes, perpetuated
inequalityand discrimination, poisoned the food supply, taken bailouts,
held students hostage with educational
debts, and the list goes on and on. Is
Jobs guilty of these things? Well, as part

ides? repertoire, The Marriage

clothing, and travel vendors
and, oh yes, crew.

these problems. Corporate America
influences the government and is the
beneficiary of crony capitalism, but
it also employs tens of thousands of

ing hungry and foolish, Jobs created
one of the most successful companies
in the world and inspired millions of
people in the process.
Yet, according to Occupy Wall
Street (OWS), the one percent is

Plot. Seniors looking to avoid
the reality of their impending fate altogether might be
better suited to re-read The

Head to the Head ? A collegiate fall in New England
isn?t complete without the
Head of the Charles Regatta,
being held this weekend. Get
down riverside to enjoy food,

for laptops and cellphones from which
they tweet, blog, and upload pictures
of themselves with a notebooksheet
detailing their sob story).
Undoubtedly this country faces
serious problems, and it is unfathomable that 1 percent of Americans
possess 40 percent of this country?s
wealth. Many people in the amorphous
99 percent face odds that are practically insurmountable, but sleeping in a
tent in New York City and demonizing
corporate America is not going to solve

constantly screeching about fairness,
yet how is it fair to portray an entire
class of people as avaricious monsters
intent upon screwing 99 percent of
Americans? Just like the rest of us, the
wealthy are trying to make a living,
they just happen to be better at it than
most. Occupy Wall Street sympathizers, including President Barack
Obama, are quick to denounce any
use of the term ?class warfare,? but it
is difficult to see how this movement
does not meet the criteria. Based on
OWS? aforementioned declaration, the
wealthy(or whoever ?they? refers to),
are presented as nothing more than
slave masters, robbers, and murderers. If that isn?t the language of class
warfare, I don?t know what is.
So while we pay homage to Steve

Happy
Thoughts

ning his primary campaign as if he?s
already in the general election, which,
given the competition he faces, may
not be a bad idea, but this presumptive arroganceisn?t making him many
friends. Everyone is unhappy with
him: he?s not zealous enough to garner
support from the Tea Party fringe, and
he?s not exciting or interesting enough
to motivate the base. The only reason
he?s managed to maintain his lead is
the fact there?s no one who could do
any better.
Among those desperatelytry-

?

?

ing to be ?not Mitt Romney,? Herman
Cain is the flavor of the month. Strong
performances in the past two debates
and a victory in Florida?s GOP straw
poll have everyone buzzing about the
former Godfather?s Pizza CEO Central
to the candidate?s platform is his ?9-99 Plan,? which, surprisingly enough, is
not a pizza promotion, but rather his
proposal for tax reform. Cain proposes
doing away with the current federal
tax system, and replacing it with a 9
percent tax on income and corporate
profits, as well as a 9 percent federal
sales tax. While that makes for a great
sound byte, voters seem slow to realize the implications of Cain?s plan.
?Herman Cain wants you to pay 15
percent sales tax on everything you
buy,? makes for an easy campaign commercial, and this guy has no shot at
making it out of the primaries.
Instead, he will join the ranks of
Governor Rick Perry and Congress-

Bazoomie Wagon BEN VADNAL

woman Michele Bachmann, who both
had a strong surge in support shortly

after announcing their candidacy,
followed immediatelyby a beeline for
the nearest cliff that is suitablefor diving off of. Truth be told, I don?t really
know whatBachmann is still doing
in the race, but everything about her
really scares me, so I?m not going to
risk invoking her wrath by speaking ill
of her. I find Perry?s fall from grace a
bit more surprising. He was the dream
candidate folksy appeal, a southern drawl, and a promising record
as governor. Everyone lovedhim?at
least until they heard him speak. His
pre-debate preparation must have
consisted of a glass of red wine and a
sleeping pill. He stumbled over words
and deliveredrambling, incoherent
answers, whilesomehow managing to
be less exciting than Rick Santorum.
The rest of the pool is just as
disappointing. Newt Gingrich doesn?t
realize that the ?9os and his career are
both over. Ron Paul, the only candidate
with the potential to actually shake up
the status quo by challenging the primacy of the Federal Reserve and elite
financial institutions, remains unwilling to return to reality and stop talking
about gold.
What we are in for is a repeat of
the 2004 season. After flailing around
incoherently for a few more months,
the GOP will inevitably nominate
Romney, who will pull off a convincing John Kerry to Obama?s George W.
Bush. Obama will win, and the left
will celebrate electing a candidate who
is marginallyless terrible than the
alternative. On the right, we?ll get four
more years of how the socialist communazis are destroying America, until
the perennialparade of fools blossoms
for its next cycle. A bit cynical, I know,
but look on the bright side: at least it
all makes for good Daily Show fodder.
?

Tim O?Connor is a staff columnist for
The Heights. He welcomes comments at
opinions@bcheights.com.

fundamental points of it? I owe it to
my PULSE professor for planting this
seed in my mind.
In learning about happiness in the
context of the philosophical discipline, Aristotle, one of the most notable scholars, believes that happiness
is the highest end. In a nutshell, all
that we do in life, whether it?s going to
classes, tying your shoes, showering,
etc, is to ultimately attain happiness.
Sounds about right. There are decisions we make that are instrumental
in getting what we eventually desire.
Before this opinion piece becomes
a tedious summary of Aristotle?s
Nicomachean Ethics, I would like to
emphasize that the ideologies that Aristotleestablished thousandsof years
ago remain true today.
Thanks to media and mainstream
culture, many of us adhere to the incorrect notion that to be truly happy,
we must be wealthy or beautiful or
famous; in other words, to achieve an
idealized level of perfection that our
society highly esteems. Take music,
for example. As my professor pointed
out, rappers and music artists rejoice
over their glamorous, new ?rides,? the
number of girls they leave with from
the club at the end of the night, or
the amount of ?money in the bank.?
Although I would probably be jumping with joy if I were ever rich enough
to afford a Ferrari, equating a happy
life to fleeting, materialistic items is
useless in the long run.
When it comes to college, what
determines if students like you and
me are happy or not? Does it depend
on whose GPA is higher or who has
a leadership position on campus? Or
is it based on who drank more beers
last Friday night without puking or
spent more money on the trendy,
Louis Vuitton tote bag? Does it matter
if you?re in a relationship or whether
you are a stellar athlete? Aristotle
would probably shake his head in
disapproval at all these queries of
honor, pleasure, virtue, and wealth, as
would psychologists. In fact, a study
published in August 2011 shows that
positive connections to friends, family, and thinking are responsible for
driving individuals? forces of happiness, yet students seek happiness in
love, honor, and success among many

other things because of a heavy cultural influence.
How happy an average college
student varies from day to day, but
that?s because what he or she desires

constantly changes depending on
their respective surrounding environments. A string of studies reveals

that the more people focus on being
happy, the more disappointed they
become when their ?happy? moments
fail. It?s because when people value
and appreciate happiness, they tend
to chase it or strive to do everything
to make sure it?s obtained. Pick up any
motivational self-help books and the
messages are all the same: Ride a bike,
go out with a friend, meditate, or give
yourself a makeover and you will instantly be happy. But that?s also to say

that failure to complete one of those
tasks means you failed to engage in a
happy moment. In long-term purposes, happiness is a state of mental
being. Equally important is that it is
a thorough understanding of how to
avoid unhappiness.
In a few wise words, ?Happiness is

of good fortune or worldly possessions. It?s a mentalattitude.
It comes from appreciating what we
not a matter

have, instead of being miserable about
what we don?t have. It?s so simple, yet
so hard for the human mind to comprehend.? In other words, happiness
isn?t a condition, but a decision that
anyone is capable of choosing.

Pooja Shah is a staff columnist for The
Heights. She welcomes comments at
opinions@bcheights.com.
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BC AT VIRGINIA TEGH
When BC runs the ball
The Eagles showed the ability to run the ball without Andre
Williamsand Montel Harris, their top two backs, against Clemson.
RolandonFinch and Tahj Kimble proved themselves against the
Tigers? tough defensivefront. The No. 12 Hokies have been a true
force against the run, however, as they have given up an average
of 84 rushing yards in seven games.

When BC passes the ball
While Chase Rettig showed some potential passing the ball
Bobby Swigert against Clemson, he was inconsistent for the
majority of the day. This weekend will be a big challenge for the
sophomore, who will face one of the nation?s toughest defenses.
The Hokies already have 22 sacks on the year and will challenge
Rettig?s abilityto read schemes on the fly.
to

Advantage:

When Virginia Tech runs the ball
The Hokies have three players with more rushing touchdowns
than the Eagleshave on the ground as a team. While Va. Tech has
three game-changing backs, the biggest threat is David Wilson.
The junior is averaging 129 rushing yard per game and 6.1 yards
per carry.

Advantage:

When Virginia Tech passes theball
Va. Tech quarterbackLogan Thomas has averaged over 210 passing yards per game this season, alongwith nine touchdowns. BC has
struggled against the passing attack this season, giving up an averageof
262 passing yards per game.The team will needto find ananswer for
Danny Coale and JarrettBoykin, the Hokies? leadingreceivers.

Advantage:

Virginia Tech juniorcornerback Jayron Hosley is questionablefor Saturday?s game with a strained hamstring. He led the country with nine picks last year.

Wounded Eagles use bye week to get healthy
Much of what the Hokies do on defense

Football, from AlO

Special teams
Kimble has proved himself a capable kick returner for the Eagles.
He has averagedjustover 20 yards per return. On the other side of the
ball, Wilsonhas alsobeen a consistent return man, giving his team solid
field position for himself andthe offenseall season long. Both teams
have had field-goal issues this season.

Advantage:

It?s tough to be ready for the Hokies bethey camouflage their defense well
pre-snap. They run a 4-3 ?robber,? in which
the strong safety plays closer to the line, as
a rover. Even though there?s only one deep
safety, one cornerback usually drops back to
provide Cover 2 support. The weaksidelinebacker reads the tight end and jumps routes
in the flat. And the rover plays a pseudo mancause

to-man against the slot receiver

Coaching and intangibles
The Eagles are coming off a bye week in which they had a chance
to recover from their earlystruggles. Head coach Frank Spaziani
will look to turn the season around just like they didin the second

half of last season. Hokieshead coach Frank Beamer seems to have
his team back from its 23-3 beating at the hands of Clemson with
victories over Miami and Wake Forest.

Advantage:

HeigHTs file pHOTO

?

Swigert, for

the Eagles.
That?s obviously a ton for any quarterback
to read in a matter of seconds. Swigert said
BC sophomore Chase Rettig is up to the task,
though.
?It?s a lot to think about,? he said. ?They
don?t run it that much, but when they do, it?s
weird. It creates opportunities for them to get
picks if you don?t read it the right way. They
disguise it very well. Chase has done a good
job of breaking it downand knowing what to
do when he does see it.?

is predicated on speed. They lead the ACC
with 22 sacks, including six by sophomore
end J.R. Collins. Fellow end James Gayle,
who?s second on the team with 3.5 sacks, is
probable after spraining his ankle two weeks
ago against Miami.
?They?re typical Virginia Tech defensive
ends,? Cleary said.?They play out wide, at pad
level, and try to get a good jump on the ball.?
Virginia Tech is blitzing more than they
have in the past, so the Eagles could exploit
holes if Rettig releases the ball quickly. The
Hokies might have an additional hole to fill
junior corner Jayron Hosleyis questionable
with a strained hamstring. He led the nation
with nine interceptions in 2010 and has three
this year.
Even if the Hokies are without some regular contributors, their crowd is loud enough to
throwthe Eagles off their game.To combatthe
noise, the offense has been practicing silent
snap counts because they are unsure if everyone will be able to hear Rettig?s cadence.
?

Establishing the run will keep the pass
rush out of Rettig?s face and allowhim to find
a rhythm. Look for the Eagles to set up their
aerial attack with the ground game.
?If we run the ball and keep moving, it
wears downthe defensiveline and sets us up
for manageablethird downs,? Cleary said. ?The
best way to protect the quarterback is to avoid
third-and-long situations.?
The Eagles are used to such long odds.
They are three-touchdownunderdogs for the
second straight game. They also started last
season in disappointing fashion, losing five
of their first seven contests. But they rallied
after beating Clemson to win five in a row
and go bowling.
?We?re all still thinking bowl game,? Holloway said. ?It?s not like we?re packing it in.
That?s the last thing we?re going to do. This is
a new beginning. We need to forget the past
and get back to winning games.?
With a week of rest in their rearview mirror, the Eagles believe they are fresh enough
to do just that. n

FOOTBALL NOTEBOOK

Wilson will be a man on the run
BY DAVID GROMAN
For The Heights
On Saturday,the Boston Collegedefense willhave one
primary task: to prevent seeing the back of the Virginia
Tech No. 4 jersey reading ?Wilson.?
Hokies junior tailback, David Wilson, comes into
Saturday?s match-up with BC averaging 6.1 yards per carry,
ranking fifth in the NCAA in rush yards per game (racking
up just under130per contest). After waiting his turn behind

Sophomore running back Deuce Finch will play a centralrole in that very success. Finch led BC with 81 yards
rushing and a touchdown on 19 carries against Clemson.
Following that performance, Finch emerged as the clear
starter this week against Virginia Tech. Andre Williams,
his primary competition, has returned to practice after
spraining his ankle against Wake Forest two weeks ago,
but he is questionablefor Saturday.
Injuries to Williams and starterMontel Harris provided
Finch with an opportunity to play on a nationalstage. He
tookadvantage,injecting life into anoften-lethargicEagles
offense in their game against the Tigers.
?I try to run with power, and then everything else just

the likes of Ryan Williams, Wilson has very quickly burst
the national scene in his first year as a starter.
?He runs hard, and he?s one of those guys who has elite
speed,? junior linebacker, Luke Kuechly said. ?He?s one of comes after that,? Finch said. ?I try to make myselfhard to
thoseguyswho?s a specialplayer, one of thoseguysthat will bring down.?
bearound for a while.?
The path to the starting role has been no easy task for
Wilson, who achieved All-Americanhonors in track, Finch, who has battled health problems of his own. In
has been been clocked at an astounding 4.29 seconds in fact, he was forced to sit out the entire 2010 season due to
the 40-yard dash. Perhaps more impressive, however, torn ACL. It appears thathis road to recovery, however,is
has been the combinationof balance and power he has finally complete.
AleX TRAUTWig / HeigHTs ediTOR
has
Brian Dumoulin will set his sights on a trio of Minutemen this weekend in T.J. Syner, Michael Pereira, and Danny Hobbs. displayed thus far. The tailback
alreadybroken 79 tacklesthis sea-son, EnemyTerritory
Finch andthe rest of theBC offense willface the ACC?s
something BC will have to avoid.
top rush defense in Virginia Tech on Saturday.Tech is cur?Our defensive line coach
rewound the same play over
rently No. 14in scoring defense, presenting a sizabletask
and over in film study this
for the Eagles to overcome. Perhaps just as important
week,? end Max Holloexciting venue? as well as ?one of the best home ice
to the Hokies? defensive success will be the 12th man
Hockey, from AlO
way said. ?He said, ?Don?t
atmosphere of Lane Stadium.
advantages in the conference.?
In the marathon that is the Hockey East regular think that arm tackles
Since 1998, Lane Stadium has sold out 85
Offensively,senior captain T.J. Syner leads the attack with a goal and six assists through three games. season, two early season games such as these cannot are going to get it done
consecutive home games, and this Saturday
will be no different.The passionate crowdof
Syner?s teammates, Michael Pereira and Danny be underestimated, especiallyfor the still-developing this week.? One guy
Hobbs, have both registered three goals apiece thus
66,233 will create issues for a BC offensive
Eagles team. There is no such thing as a guaranteed [on Wake Forest] had
far, with Pereira netting a hat-trick in a 5-3 win over
victory in this conference, and accordingly four points [Wilson] wrappedup
line thathas been searching for consistency
thisweekendwouldbefour points more on the march and tried to throw
all year along. In fact, since Beamer took
Bentley.
Meanwhile, Northeastern?s top four scorers from for a 12th Hockey East title.
him to the ground,
over as coach 25 years ago, the Hokies are
2010-11 have all moved on to the professional level,
and he broke free and
a stunning 120-32-1 at home.
ran for 30 more yards.?
Hockey Games on Radio
while only one senior remains on this year?s squad.
Saturday will mark the Eagles? first trip to BlacksHowever, the Eagles will be wary of two daunting
Last Thursday, BC announced a partnership with
Keeping Wilson off the edges
burg since 2009, where Virginia Tech dominated
BC, winning 48-14. With some experience on
Husky presences: 6-foot-5 goaltenderChris Rawlings FM 98.5 ?The Sports Hub? to broadcast select men?s will be key for an Eagles defense
and Matthews Arena, NU?s home rink. Rawlings, a hockey contests on the radio. ?The Sports Hub,? giving up an averageof 145rushing
theirside, includingplayingin frontof a sold-out
Clemsoncrowd just two weeksprior, theEagles
three-year starter, has been one of the best goalies owned and operatedby CBS Radio, will showcase 13 yards per game.The ability for the
in Hockey East for the past few years. He played Friday evening Eagles games, as well as the Beanpot defensivelinemen to make a push up
are prepared and hope for a much different
front willalso provecritical as theybattle
outcome this time around.
sensationally last year against BC, stopping 36 of 37 and the Hockey East postseason playoffs.
BC shots, when the Eagles fell to the Huskies, 2-1 at
?We?re extremelypleased with our new association an experienced Virginia Tech front-five
?That?s something a lot of the older
Northeastern.
with 98.5,? Yorksaid in a statement. ??The Sports Hub? that returns four senior starters.
guysrememberthat was a low point that
guys
firstyear,? said junior Offensive, Emmett
?Rawlings is a proven netminder,? Yorksaid. ?He?s is home to the Bruins, Patriots, and Revolution and
file Cleary.?I?ve definitelygot a chip on my
hard to beat. He?s a big, strong kid and he takes up a to have a number of our games broadcast over their Offensive Pressure
David Wilson
In Frank Beamer?s tenure as coach, the Hokies are
lot of the net. Now that he?s getting up there in games radio waves is great for our program.?
shoulder going down after someis the kind of
Each broadcast will be available on cbsbostons179-32-2 when outrushing their opponents. Whilethe
played, he is really gaining in confidence.?
the
thing like that. We reallyplayed
gives
Matthews Arena has gained a reputation as one ports.com, BCEagles.com,as well as being supported defense will certainly play a hand in the outcome of back who
poorly and were embarrassed, so
of the toughest places to play in the Hockey East and by the CBS Boston mobile application available for the game Saturday, so will the success of BC?s running BC trouble.
we know what it?s going to be like,
onto

BC lines up Hockey East rivals

HeigHTs

pHOTO

the nation. York acknowledgedas much, calling it ?an

iPhone and Android platforms. n

game.

and we?ll beready.?

n
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EDITOR? PICKS

The Week Ahead

Standings

Football travels to Virginia Tech for
a tough ACC game. Men?s hockey
hostsUMass andvisitsNortheastern.
Women?s soccer hosts UNC tonight,
whilemen?s soccerplays host to Duke
on Saturday night.USC plays at Notre
DameSaturday.

Recap from Last Week

Chris Marino

22-8

Heights staff

20-10

Greg Joyce

18-12

Paul Sulzer

16-14

Game of the Week
Men?s Soccer

Men?s ice hockey dropped its opener
to Denver, while women?s hockey
slammedUNH 5-0 at home. Women?s
soccer lost on theroad to FloridaState.
Volleyball swept Wake Forest 3-0 on
theroad. The 49ersand Jim Harbaugh
pushed around theLions for the win.

Guest Editor:
Darren Ranck

Duke

vs.

Arts & Review Editor

On Saturday night,No. 18Boston Collegewillhost
theDuke Blue Devils in a crucial ACC match-up.
The Eagles are coming off a big 1-0 win over Boston University, but in their last ACC game, they
were upsetby Clemson. This is an important game
for BC, as it will look to climb towardsthe top of

?I?m as sure as American author Charles
Dickens of R. 1.?
Paul Sulzer
Sports Editor

This Week?s Games
Football:BC at No. 14/16 Virginia Tech

Greg Joyce
Assoc. Sports Editor

Chris Marino
Asst. Sports Editor

Darren Ranck

Arts & ReviewEditor

Virginia Tech

Virginia Tech

Virginia Tech

Virginia Tech

Men?s Hockey: Number of wins on the weekend

Two

Two

Two

One

Women?s Soccer:No.8UNC at No. 17BC

BC

UNC

UNC

UNC

Duke

BC

Duke

BC

Notre Dame

Notre Dame

USC

USC

Men?s Soccer: Duke at No. 18BC
College Football:USC at Notre Dame

Boston
College

the competitive ACC and not lose two straight
conference matches. The key for the Eagles will
be to play thefull 90 minutes, one thing that head
coach Ed Kelly has been stressing to his players.
With the team now healthy, BC has a greatchance
of doing that Saturday in Newton.

Saturday,7:00 p.m.

Peace of mind important for DiMartino
DiMartino, from

AlO

transitions her into an unconscious mindset,

which shuts out that instability and takes
advantageof opposing defensesconsistently.
She encompasses the concept of a ?scorer?s
mentality.? During situations when others
might psych themselvesout, she thrives.
?I don?t think about anything,? DiMartino said. ?Even if I?m on a breakaway, I
don?t think about what side to go to or
anything.?
DiMartino purposefully doesn?t participate in the team?s pregame dance session.
She doesn?t even listen to music before a
game.

?No music. I don?t like going to games
really amped up,? she said. ?Knowing I did
[my routine] all right, I can do whatever I
need to do on the field.?
Foley said BC turns to DiMartino when

ALEX TRAUTWIG / hEIGhTs EdITOR

DiMartino?s pre-game rituals have shown dividends once she steps onto the field to play.

the Eagles are most desperatefor a score.
?She scores goals when we need them,?
Foley said. ?She has improved a lot on balancing when to include people and when
to go to goal. She has a strong left foot and
loves scoring.?
DiMartino lets her confidence in her
instincts completely take over once her
left foot hits the pitch on game days, and

her instincts are incredible. Her instinctual scoring ability on thefield comes from
careful studying of both herself and her
opponents.

?I watchfilm on my own beforethegame
in my room,? DiMartino said. ?I like to just
look at the players and see what they do.
I just watch players and see what moves
they do, whether they use their left or right

foot more.?
Her quiet pre-game preparation doesn?t
mean that DiMartino lacks style or personality on thefield.
?She has a lot of flair to her game,? Foley

refuses to lose.
?Sometimes we have to put the game
away because we get in heated arguments,?
she said. ?Someone else puts it up because
I?m alwaysyellingthey cheated.?
DiMartino?s more playful side comes
out when describing in detail her love of
MarioKart.
?I?m Yoshi, but my roommate loves to
Yoshi,
so I have to be Peach,? she said.
be
?Yoshi is the best player, so that?s why she
always comes in first, but when she doesn?t
I will scream and jump around. Some of the

said. ?We don?t reallyknow whatshe?s going

guys come over from the hockey team and
they have to leavebecause we?re getting so

to do on the field.?

competitive.?

All of her preparation and hard work

have led to plenty of

success for the hypercompetitive scorer. The Eagles made
the College Cup last year and she won a

World Cup with theunder-20United States
national team.
?I?m so competitive,? she said. ?Every
little thing I do is a competition.?
That dynamic, energetic personality
never strays far from her competitive nature. This includes Mario Kart, her favorite
activity away from soccer. The Wii racing
game can?t really be called a stress reliever

though, given how strongly DiMartino

After a great start to this season, DiMartino and theEagles have lost three straight
against tough teams in conference play.

When asked about her team?s recent play,
DiMartino spoke with unflinching ease
showing no signs of worry.
?I think if we start coming out strong

we?ll do better and we?ll get more chances
and more confidence, which could help lead
to an early goal.?
DiMartino has mastered how to start a

game.Her teammates don?t needto look far
to find an exampleof confidence andreadiness to perform from thekick-off. n

2,400 students strong at Kelley Rink
Hockey Fans, from

York called Fridaynight?s crowd ?the bestcrowdI?ve

AlO

seen in Kelley Rink in my 18 years at BC.? Pretty lofty

Friday night.

praise from themastermind himself.

After the National Anthem, which was unique in
that many fans actually joinedin and sang along (a cool
scene), it was finally time to drop the puck on the 20112012 season.From the moment the first player delivered
the initial hit, the crowd was electric.
Even after BC got down early, the crowd stuck
behind its team. Soon enough, Barry Almeidascored
the first goal, and all was right. It was time to tell Adam
Murray that his life was insufficient, as was his goaltending, and that the goal was completely his responsibility.
The atmosphere hadthe feel of a BC-BU crowd, or a
Beanpot game. But it was only the first gameof the year,
in October at that.
There could be various explanationsfor such a large
and enthusiastic crowd,but there was one reason that
stuck out the most. I couldn?t help thinking of it, but
a likely explanationis that the demise of the football
team is only helping the fandom for the hockey team.
Superfans are in dire need of a winning program,and
Jerry York?s team will give you exactly that. Some may
call it fans jumping on the hockey bandwagon,but why
focus on that aspect of the transformation? That crowd

Maybe the best part of the crowd was that it was not
just a two-period performance from the student section.
Thefans were rowdy and into the game for the entire 60
minutes (or maybe 59 minutes and 21 seconds... damn
empty-netter).Even when the Eagles were down 3-1 in
the second period and 3-2 in the third, the crowd was
right there pulling for them to tie it. They didn?t, but the
greater takeaway was the environment.
Imagine if thecrowd was like that for every home
game atKelley Rink this year? And not justfor the opening game, or games against that team down Comm. Ave.
It could be a special season if every game had a crowd

was amazing on Fridaynight, and we shouldbe enjoying
that, no matter how many of thosefans showed up to

Greg Joyce is the Associate Sports Editor for The
Heights. He can be reached at sports@bcheights.

every game in past years.

com.

like Friday?s.
I?ll be the first one to say that it was weird not seeing Gibby or Cam Atkinson flying down the ice for a
loose puck, or No. 1 standing between the pipes for the
maroon and gold. But it?s a new chapter of BC hockey.
New faces, new goal scorers, new goalie,and potentially
a new atmosphere in Conte Forum.
The goals,big hits, and wins willsoon befillingKelley Rink every weekend. Will you?

Bekker notches lone strike at BU
BY CHRIS MARINO
Asst. Sports Editor
After an upset at thehands of ACC opponent Clemthe Boston College men?s soccer team (10-4-0)
looked to regroup against
Boston College 1
cross-town rival Boston

son,

Boston Univ.

A Total Halloween Celebration

comic*
WW
MASK*
957 Commonwealth Ave. Lower Level
Boston, AAA 617.787.7400
pariyfdvorsbrooklne.com/halloween
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Kyle Bekker(left) scoredthe only goalin Tuesdaynight?s game and was assisted by Charlie Rugg andKevin Mejia(right).

University (7-7-0) on Tues-

daynight at Nickerson Field. The Eagles, who were shut
out in its match against the Tigers, turned to forward
Kyle Bekker. The junior did not disappoint, notching
the match?s only score at the 67th minute to give BC
the 1-0 victory.
The Eagles dominatedthe field throughout thefirst
half, controlling ball movement and theclock. Regardless, the Terriers were ableto come away with the night?s
first scoring opportunity. Goalkeeper Justin Luthy escaped the early opportunity when Cameron Souri sent
a low cross from Ben Berube too high on net.
Moments later, Bekker initiated a scoring chance
for the Eagles. He lobbed the ball over to junior
Charlie Rugg from the top of the box. With defenders
abandoningtheir assignments to stop the threat, Rugg
quickly passed the ball to freshman midfielderDiego
Medina-Mendez.Medina-Mendez put a shot on net,
but it soared high.
Entering the second half, BC nearly scored the goahead goal. Five minutes into play, Bekker once again
catalyzed a scoring attempt whenhe pushed theball into
thebox. Sophomore defenderRyan Dunn sent a header
to the right post, giving Rugg the opportunity to head
the ball into the back of the net. Despite the great play,
the goal was negated due to penalty.
The Eagles finally pushed ahead at the 67th minute
when juniorKevin Mejia passeda ball to Rugg in thebox.
Severaldefenderpressured Rugg to pass theball across
thebox toBekker, wholaunched a 19-yardshotfromthe
left side of the box. The ball flewpassed a BU defender
and into the right corner for the far-post score.
Head coachEdKelly saidthatthe team relied on its

patience throughout both halves.

?We were keeping the ball, so they weren?t sending
a lot,? he said. ?They were trying not to get stretched.
Most of the guys were almost in their half. It was difficult to break. We were just saying, ?Just keep playing.
Justkeepplaying.Don?t rush it.? It was just keep theball,
keep theball, keep theball and it will come. Andfinally,
we had a fantastic goal and then we had three or four
chances after that.?
This goal gives Bekker three scores in the last three
games. He also leadsBC with seven goals on the season.
Rugg, whoearnedan assist on the play, now has five on
the season, which ties him for the team lead.
From that point on, the Eagles controlled ball possession to limit the Terriers to two shot attempts in the
last 23minutes. BC even gave itselfseveral more scoring
opportunities,forcing BU goalkeeperNickThomson to
makethree saves on six shots.Kelly creditedthe strong
game to theroster?s depth, which the team hadlacked
in prior games due to injury.

?Now, when someone does get tired,we have people
willallowus to continue thegame

to come in,? hesaid. ?It

for 90 minutes of play. I thought that was evident last
night. When we put in subs, there was no real dropoff.

People came in without missing a beat.?
For the match, BC outshot its opponent 19-11 on the
match. The Eagles also tookadvantageof BU on corner
kicks, 5-1. Luthy didwell with thelimitedshots he saw.
He had three saves on the night, whileThomson was
able to stop five shots on the night.

Bekker was certainlythegamechanger for the night.
Besides scoring the lone goal, the junior was accurate
with shots. Of his five shot attempts, three were on
goal. He also played a near-flawless game in the field,
maintaining possession and setting his teammates up
for multiple scoring chances.
?He?s got great form,? Kelly said. ?He scored a great
goal against Harvard, too. He?s having a great season, so
I?m happy for him. He?s working very hard off the ball

well.He?s becoming a real two-way player, and not
just an offensive player. He?s working very hard. He?s
got a bright future.? n
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Full student
section for hockey
needs to continue

GREG JOYCE

Heading to Conte Forum last Fridaynight, I couldn?t
stop thinking about how pumped I was about the
hockey home opener. Last year ended way too early, and
I was ready for some Boston College hockey once again,
given the pretty much desolate (or nonexistent) state of
all my other teams. BC hockey was here, and life was
good.
As my roommate and I approached the student
entrance, there was something out of the usual going on.

Not only was the line longer than any Ihave ever seen
to get in to a hockey game (or any BC sporting event for
that matter), the vibe outside the gate was unreal. Everyone was either in a hockey sweater or Superfan shirt,
while many were continuallyasking each other what the
matter with Denver was (Denver sucks).
After navigating our way through the line, we entered
the friendly confines of Conte Forum, quickly finding
our seats so we could stare at

alex

EAGLES EYE HOCKEY EAST FOES

the beautyof KelleyRink.

Ten minutes later, the intro video began, and for the
first time the crowd roared.But it wasn?t just your typical Conte Forum roar. I looked up, and the bleachersturned-student section was filled to the brim. Neverbefore have I seen so many people in that section, and they
were even standing up. All of them. Every single section
in the top bleachers was filled with students ready for
the hockey season to begin. A beautiful sight?2,4oo

students strong.
I remember going to games my freshman year, the
2009-2010 season, and that top bleacher section held
only 100 BC students at most, and they were usually the
ones that went to the game to sit and watch. Then the
Eagles won the National Championship, and the following season that top section wouldbe half-full for most
games. A nice improvement, but nothing comparedto

Hockey Fans, A9

BY ANDREW KLOKIW
Heights Staff

The major question surrounding the men?s
hockey team coming into this season was if it could
recover from the loss of four of its leading pointproducers and its four-year starting goaltender.
So far, the Eagles (3-1-0, 1-0-0 Hockey East)
have been up to the task. This weekend they will
welcome two teams facingsimilar situations, when
they host the UMass Minutemen(1-1-1,0-1-1) on
Fridaybefore visiting their crosstown rival, Northeastern (1-1-1, 1-1-1), on Saturday.
These match-ups represent the second and
third league contests of the season for Boston
College, which is looking to build on its 5-1 conference-opening victory at New Hampshire last

Saturday.
?It?s still early in the season,? head coach Jerry
York said. ?It?s a process to win a league championship, and a long process at that. Early in the
season, the most important thing is to gain some
momentum. These four points are the same as if
they were in January or February, but the chance
to pick up some momentum could jumpstart our

year. We?re excited that we?re healthy and we?re
ready to get going in the conference.?
York?s team has had an up-and-down start to
the season, as they picked up huge wins against
Michigan State and North Dakota, before falling
to Denver in thehome opener. The Eaglesbounced
back the following evening at UNH to send them
into Friday?s match-up on a winning note.
This weekend?s games are part of a crucial

Clarity of thought inspires DiMartino
Supersitious All-American maintains
pre-game rituals for peace of mind
BY AUSTIN TEDESCO

After the coach talks, she?s the first
player out of the locker room. She finds

For The Heights
An hour and a halfbefore every Boston

College soccer game,All-Americanforward
Victoria DiMartino begins the same routine
she?s been following since freshman year.
The junior has a five-minute chat with
her trainer before heading to the locker
room. The socks goon first, followed by the
left shin guard, andthen theright. She puts
her shorts on next, followed by the same
pre-game warm-up top she wore last season. She laces up her cleats and hooks her
earrings and nose ring onto her backpack.
Teammates are getting hyped up in front of
her with dancing and music, but she stays
calm. She doesn?t say a word. She sits still
with her hands crossed.

her seat in the second row of the van next
to the window; the same seat she always
sits in. Once she gets to the field, it?s right
back to the same position. Sitting down with
her hands crossed, completely quiet. The
clock shows 38 minutes left until kickoff.
She gets up, taking four steps toward the
pitch. Her fifth, always with the left foot,

touches the field.
DiMartino acknowledges that some of
this routine is pure superstition.
?I?m the most superstitious person,? she
said after recounting her extensive pre-game

ritual with a steady, confident flow.
Routines provide comfort and subdue
superstitious minds, but there?s more to
what DiMartino does during those52 min-

nine-game Hockey East stretch for BC, during
which every game and every point counts. The
team captured the 2011 regular season conference
championship, the program?s eleventh overall, but
lost by one point to UNH in 2010.
UMass comes to KelleyRinkhaving graduated
a number ofkey players, most notably2011 senior
captain and starting goaltenderPaul Dainton. His
move to the AHL has paved the way for freshman
Kevin Boyle to step in between the pipes for the
Minutemen, andhe has turned away63 of 74 shots
on goal so far

this season. When asked about Boyle,
York remarked that UMass coach Don Cahoon
and his staff ?are very excited? about their new
netminder.

See Hockey, A8

FOOTBALL

utes between thelockerroom andfield than
just relaxation.She?s gettingready to enter a
state of relentless, unconscious attack.

?I don?t know whatit is, but Idon?t think
during the game,? DiMartino said. ?I?m just
so in the zone.?
This routine harnesses the talent of an
easily excitedenergy ball into a nightmare
for any defense.
?Vicki is one of our biggest personalities,? head coach Alison Foley said. ?She?s
a dynamic person and full of energy. She?s
a really funny kid who is in the middle of
conversations and is usually the center of
attention with the team.?
Scoring in soccer is a complicated, high
intensity task. The margin of error allowed
to a forwardattempting an assist or a goal is
miniscule.Second guessing or overthinking
a move provides enoughinstability to send
the ball just far enough off track to ruin
an attack.DiMartino?s methodical routine
alex TrauTwig / heighTs ediTOr

See DiMartino,

Chase Rettig (11) will look to lead the Eagles against a stout Virginia Techdefenseafter a bye week.

Bye week heals BC?s wounds

MEN?S SOCCER DEFEATS GREEN LINE RIVAL

Rest period gives
Eagles energy as
they head to VT
BY PAUL SULZER
Sports Editor

After a week off to rest bruised egos
and battered bodies, Boston College is
feelingrefreshed heading into Saturday?s
game at Virginia Tech (3 p.m., NESN).
?I feel almostbrand new,? juniorMax
Hollowaysaid, smiling. ?Almost.?
?Our legs haven?t felt like this since
summer camp,? sophomore wide receiver
Bobby Swigert said. ?It?s great to feel fast
again.?
The Eagles needed something to feel
good about after a 1-5 start, their worst
in 20 years. Out of 120Bowl Subdivision
teams, they rank 105 th in total offense
(317 yards per game) and 95th in total
defense (419 yards per game). And that
was against the so-called easy part of
graham beck

/

heighTs sTaff

Charlie Rugg (above) assisted juniorKyle Bekker on Tuesday night?s lone goal, as the Eagles tookdownComm. Ave. competitor Boston University.

Football Notebook
INSIDE SPORTS
Tech?s David Wilson will be
THIS
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The Eagles willrely on goaltenderParker Milner (center) as a force between the pipes in their first full weekend of Hockey East action against UMassand Northeastern.

their schedule.

The team showed signs of life against
Clemson in its last game, though, rallying from a 17-point first-quarter deficit

Game of the Week

to scare

the Tigers before falling, 36-14,

in Death Valley.

Players are feeling optimistic after a
bye week gave them a chance to regroup
and try to salvage the season.
?We had a good second and third
quarter, but we can?t put ourselves in a
hole like that initially,? junior Emmett
Cleary said of BC?s last game. ?That?s
part of the problem. We know we can
move the ball against a solid defense like
Clemson. Part of success is not being
behind so early, though. We have to get
faster starts.?

Getting off to a fast start is easier said
thandone in a house of horrors like Lane
Stadium. Last time the Eagles traveled to
Blacksburg, the Hokies grabbed a 34-0
halftime lead on their way to a 48-14
win. The humiliationof that performance
is still fresh in the minds of the upperclassmen.
?That was a beating,? Cleary said. ?It?s
something the older guysremember as a
low point of our first year. I?ve got a chip
on my shoulder after that. We played
poorly and were embarrassed down
there. We know what to expect. We?ll
be ready.?

See Football, A8

Editors? Pick5..............................A9
Virginia
Duke travels up to Newton for Saturday night?s
Football Match-up5...................A8
tough to catch on 5aturday..............A8
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scared
yet?

THE ANATOMY OF HORROR
this issue, the scene explores the tropes of horror and the typical elements evident
in every horror film. from ?psycho? to ?scream,? we analyze what makes the audiences
jump and what sends a chill down the spines of viewers. this halloween, plan your movie
viewing Based on the scene?s guide to the scariest aspects of the frightening horror genre.
By darren ranck | Brennan carley | charlotte parish | arts & review editors
Kevin hou / heights photo, mollie kolosky

/ heights photo
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I used to
be cynical
about fat
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DEL BUSTO

DARREN RANCK
I have a steadfastbelief that the

greatest moment of your life should
remain off screen. The reality wave
continues to sweep over the country,
and television exposes us to more
and more of regular people?s most
intimate moments. I do not feel comfortable seeing pilot Jake Pavelka propose to potentiallyunstable Vienna

1. DOWNEY AND GIBSON
On Friday, Oct. 14,RobertDowney,

Jr. was the guest ofhonorat
theAmericanCinematheque AwardsinLos Angeles.Thenight
was supposed to be all about Downey, but when he took the
stage after receiving his award, the first wordsout ofhis mouth
were about his old friend, MelGibson.Like Gibson,Downey is
no stranger to being on the black list of Hollywood.In fact, it
was Gibsonwho helpedDowney emerge out of that darkness;
Downey decided it was time to return the favorby urging the
crowd to ?forgive my friend his trespasses.?

with the obvious outcome of divorce
looming in the future. It?s your weddingproposal should it really be
reported in the final five minutes of
Entertainment Tonight?
I always find weight loss shows,
?

in particular, to be most extreme (no
pun intended, Extreme Makeover:
Weight Loss Edition). There?s some-

thing rather outlandishabout a group
of morbidly obese individuals competing in teams for who can lose the
most weight. Considerthe popular
CBS show The Biggest Loser. Demonic trainers keep them on treadmills
until they either pass out or vomit.
As a means of manufacturing drama,
the show annually tempts them with
a high carb, high fat buffet, and their
resistance lends itself to teary eyed
contestants. The winner of the show
ultimatelyshrieks in joy at having lost
the most weight,revealing a rather
hot individualunderneath. In short,
weight loss is magic!
Not until recently did I believe a
televised weightloss program could
actually convince me of theresilience of the human spirit. Dramatic,
I know, but it really just illuminates

?

Wedding bells are ringing for a former Disney channel

Life

Life

star. Brenda Song, from The Suite
and The Suite
on Deck, is engaged to former Metro Station front man,

Trace Cyrus. Cyrus is Miley Cyrus? older adopted brother
andDemi Lovato?s ex. Like any modern 22-year-old, Cyrus
decided to tell the world this exciting news viaTwitter. On
Oct. 14, he tweeted:?I am very excited to say, last week I
asked my girlfriendBrenda Song to marry me andshe said
YES! We are both very excited to be engaged!? Rumors
are speculating that Song is pregnant and that is why the
two got engaged so

suddenly.

positive spin on vomiting ever (?You
vomiting? That means you getting fit,

baby?). She bounces into Dominick?s
house, infringing on his family?s dinnertime to yell, ?Look at how colorful
those vegetablesare! Pretty, pretty,
pretty!? Despite all the unintentional
comedy, though, it?s clear that Saran
provides Dominick the motivation
he needs to lose weight. Over the
course of 90 days, Dominick lost 100
pounds. As ridiculous and nagging as
Saran could be, she gaveDominick
the key to unleashinghis inner fit kid.
She gave him the opportunity to say,
?I used to be fat.?
Maybe I?m getting sentimental
with age. Normally I scoff at such
mediathat manipulates for the sake
of inspiring, but I Used To Be Fat
makes me believeanyone can achieve
the impossible. I look beyond the fact
that the kids undergo intense dieting
and exercise. The show checks in
on them a year later and while most
gain a littleweight, it?s still amazing

how fit they are. As a former fat kid
myself, I like that these kids are actually making life changes. I?ll probably watch the show every week just
for my weekly doseof inspiration.
Well, inspiration and Saran. ?Get
wrapped!?

5. DECADE OF DIFFERENCE

ZacharyQuinto, TV star turnedmovie star turnedBroadway
star, announcedthat he is gay. In an interview with New York
Magazine, Quinto said how his work in the Broadwayplay
Angels in America made him realize that ?as a gay man
there is still so much work to be done.? Quinto took to his
blog to reflect on his coming out. He writes, ?It became clear
to me in an instant that living a gay life without publicly acknowledgingit is simply not enough to makeany significant
contributionto the immense workthatliesaheadon theroad
to complete equality.?

Former President Bill Clinton turned 65 this weekend,
and he celebratedin the best waypossible: with an entire
concert dedicated to him in a room filled with famous
friends. The celebrationalso marked the 10th anniversary of theWilliam J.Clinton Foundation whose mission
is to ?alleviate poverty, improve globalhealth, strengthen
economies, and protect the environment.? ?A Decade of
Difference? took place Oct. 15 withLady Gaga,Bono and
the Edge, Usher, and Stevie Wonder to name just a few
who performed in the president?s honor.

-

SERIAL STORY

@iamsambee (samaNtha bee,?the

daily show?)

was the least
sexy swimsuit
competition i have
?that

phOTO cOurTesy Of gOOgle

?Netrovsky tried toimagineSophie?s face, popping up in the middle of the city or the woods, and he spun aroundand tried to see her? D.K.
-

In which Prof. Netrovsky reveals a crucial identity
KATIE CUMMINGS
My Darling Bart,
Excuse my choice of postcard
quite out of character, I know. But,
althoughKant might be an insufferable, misguided bore to me, I remembered that he always managed to win
your attention. And this is a letter
that requires, among other things, a
good deal of your attention.
I am sorry I did not write sooner.
But, as I am sure if obvious by now,
my absence has gone quite noticed,
and I could not risk revealing my
location. To do that would be to sign
my own extraditionpapers back to
the microscope slide of royalty in
which I was forced to lock my life- and
that, my sweet Bart, I can never again
?

life, those parents, that
husband, are the reason I lost you, the
first inhale of reality and romance I
had ever found. When I realized that,
accept. That

I ran.
I ran until I found a place so average, so common, that I knew I would
never be discovered.I ran to the suburbs. Oh, my love, it was just as horrible and stucco-ed as I had always
imagined! I posed as an insurance
salesman?s wife. I had to straighten his
blue polka-dotted tie and lint-rollhis
overly shortened brown suits.
Baking pies, volunteering at the Y,
and answering to ?Mary Sherbert,? I
was safe to hide from my true identity
forever. But even under a mask of

drugstore make-up and behind the
wheel of a Prius, I could not forget
about you. I knew my freedom was
worthless if not nursed with you. So
I ran once more. (It is much easier to

fool one mediocre
Darren Ranck is the Arts & Review
editor for The Heights. He can be
reached at arts@bcheights.com.

4. ZACHARY QuINTO
?

trainer Saran.Saran helped

overweightstudent/chefDominick
get into shape in a most fabulous
fashion. She walked into the house of
his Italian family making a statement,
and that statement was, ?They call
me Saran because when I?m done
with you, boy, you?re going to be
wrapped.? Hell yes.
Saran pushes Dominick to the
limit, giving audiences the most

what procedures she?d need in order to be a life-sizeBarbie.
In this powerful photo, wearing nothing but black sharpie
markings, Halchishick poses with a Barbie doll in her hand

and sends a message about beauty and plastic surgery.

(home of the carbo-loadingJersey
Shore crew). I Used To Be Fat focuses
on a different graduating senior each
week in their quest to lose weight
before entering college.Coming from
the network that airs Teen Mom, I
expected the same manufactured
dramaand flair for the melodramatic,
but I Used To Be Fat feels real and

giving

Plus-sizemodelKatie Halchishickandphotographer Matthew
Rolston team up fora photo that will makeheads turn. Women
and men alike have always been fascinated with Mattel?s
Barbie. But what would it take to actually look this perfect?
Halchishick hasher beautiful figure surgicallyoutlined to show

3. TYING THE KNOT

my pleasant surprise. Even more
unexpected, the program is on MTV

relatable.
First of all, the kids act refreshingly normal. Using a video diary
formatrather thanawkwardand
rehearsed voiceover narration, they
speak candidly, never betraying how
they actuallyfeel. A majority of the
kids are charismatic, but they hold
themselvesback because of their
weight. Perhaps even more impressive than the physical metamorphosis
is the mentaltransformation.They
smile more brightly, walkwith more
poise, and express more confidence
overall. It feels remarkably genuine.
Maybe my favorite aspect of
I Used To Be Fat are the trainers.
Nothingbrings me more laughter,
joy, or gratitude than the trainers. As
evidence, I offer the gift that keeps on

2.KATIE HALCHISHICK

insurance salesman than it is a team of black-tied
security guards.) I told Mr. Sherbert
that the Y required my help setting up
a new center in Berlin. Knowing my

commitment to community centers,

he did not question me and understood every time my stay had to be
extended.
My plan to reunite with you was
not as flawless as it was while leaving my white picketed hell, however.

Mother and father, having never
stopped lookingfor me, knew that,
although I could not be tempted back
to the villa with money or title, I was
weak with my love for you. I learned
that they planned to use you to draw
me home as they lured you back to
Mt. Rainier with lies of my requesting you. I knew if I were to reach you
that this would be the only way: a
privately obvious postcard in a gift
shop, just like in the movies! And if
you are reading my message now, then
I was right. You remembered the scene
in that old black and white movie we
watched 1000 times. You knew to look
for my note here. You knew I could not
stay away. You knew I loved you- and
that I love you.
I will be back in two days, Bunny
Bart. Please, at noon, meet me where I
used to pick scone crumbs out of your

silly mustache.

Yours then, now,

Sophie

forever,

Herman held the postcard in
his snow-hardened hands. His wet
fingers blurred the ink slightly, but
he could still read the message. Even
if Mt. Rainier avalanched down the

backside of that postcard, he would
still be able to read the message. His
Mary, his love, his lunch-packer, his
wife, had been a lie. Her sensible
buns, her pleated khakis, her stupidly soft hands, all lies! Herman was
crushed. Mary?s, excuse me, Sophie?s
accidental confession had hurt him
more than any missed promotion,
black bakery ribbon, or caustic comment from the Ice Queen ever had.
He slumped to the ground, back

against the wall, head against the
postcard rack. He folded the letter
into a blobish square and pressed
it to his mouth. He breathed in the
smell of ink and gift shop. But just as
his eyes began to burn
it hit him.
While Mary, excuse me, Sophie
was married to him, she was never
hungry. She didn?t have to work. She
didn?t die on his watch. Herman had
been a good husband a dang good
husband if he did say so himself (and
he did!). If that marriage had been
a lie, then so was Herman?s title as
good, no, excuse me, great husband.
?

?

Without that title, he was a failure.
He always missed the promotions,
didn?t have any children, never threw

goodparty, and always kissed a
little too weakly. Being a husband
was all Herman had ever been great
at. And Herman wouldbe damnedif
some little postcard writing strumpet
named Mary/Sophie was going to
take that away from him- wife of not!
a

ever seen. #Gopdebate.?

@vaNderjames (james

?apartmeNt

vaNderbeek,

23?)

?adele?s ?someone
like you? is a

raw

hauntinGly
expression of

heartbreak. this
does not, however,
mean it needs a dance
re-mix #justsayin?
@mikeobrieNxoxo (mike

writer, ?saturday

o?brieN,

Night live?)

?stressful thinG
#B4: that it?s a finite
amount of ricola in
the world at this
exact moment. finite.?
@morgaN_murphy (morgaN

Herman shoved the blob of a postcard into his pocket and stood up.

murphy, writer)

Alerted by his sudden movement, the
men in white sprang towards him.
?What are you doing? Where is the

should just be,
?if you?re in an rv,
some major s?has
Gone down in your
life? #breakinGbad
#walkinG dead?

professor??

?Sorry,? replied Herman, with a
newfound cool demeanorhe had only
seen through his TiVo, ?I was just
resting. The professor said he would
meet us back at the villa.?
?Fine. But you had better get him
to find Dutchess Sophia. I am not

losing my job on account of you two
bafoons.?
?Right. I think I might know where
to find her. Let?s go.? With that, the
men continued onward down the
mountain. Herman took the lead.
Katie Cummings is a columnist for The
Heights. She can be reached at arts@
bcheights.com.

?amc?s sloGan

@questlove (?uestlove, drummer,
the roots)

?wait

...

who told the

muppets they could

have leGs!???
submit your favorite
tweets of the week
for coNsideratioN at
artseditorsll@gmail.com.
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AN INDEPENDENT
FRAME OF MIND

IN CASE YOU MISSED IT BY JOE ALLEN

All that is
criticism is

cultural
?PArKS AND rECrEATIoN?

?THE WALKING DEAD?

?CoMMUNITY?

As The Office continues to decline in quality, those
Get the popcorn and your favorite blunt object
searching for a reliable mockumentary need look no ready. The Walking Dead is back! The second season
further thanParks andRecreation. Theshowhas one of premiere of AMC?s horror series finds Sherriff rick
the best comic ensembles on television, as last week?s leading his group of hardened survivors awayfrom
?Pawnee rangers? reaffirmed. The episode pit Leslie a fallen Atlanta towards a military fort, but then
ZoMBIES! once the undead arrive, ?What Lies
against ron ?freakin?? Swanson, with ron struggling
to entertain his boy scouts with boxes and tarps while Ahead? produces an extended scene of unrelenting
in the presence ofLeslie?s puppy-and-candyfilled girl?s tension as each character attempts to silently avoid
camp. Back in town, Tom and Donna show Ben how a herd of ?walkers? on a ruined highway. Nail-biting
to, ?Treat yourself!?and Jerry underestimates Chris?s scenes such as this, an instant classic, will hit even
creepiness. Even with three separate storylines, Parks harder if season two can deepen the characters involved in them.
kept the character moments and jokescoming.
?

With last Thursday?s episode, Community remindedviewers of its spot nextto Louie as the most
inventive comedy on TV. ?remedial Chaos Theory?
brings the study groupto Troy and Abed?s new apartment for pizza and games, before deciding to hurl
them into alternate time lines instead. We see the
short scene play out seven different ways as different
members of the group are removed. Endings range
from a group dance party to Pierce getting shot in the
leg. This instant classic packs in everything,including
an ?evil study group? gag and a Jeff-Anniekiss. Season
three of Community has just taken off.

BRENNAN CARLEY

on Monday morning, the venerable
New York Times food critic Sam Sifton, an
elegantand gripping writer whosereviews
quickly became a staple of my Wednesday
mornings, tradedhis position for the more
prestigious nationaleditor.His loss was a
mere blip among the rest of the news that
day, but to foodies aroundthe country, his
decision was a monumental one that signifies a serious dentin the profession of food

criticism.

When thinking about whether or not

TasTe debaTe: SPOTIFY

Pro

con

SCoTTCHAMBErLAIN
For THE HEIGHTS

MEGHAN GIBBoNS
For THE HEIGHTS

Although Spotify gives artists the opportunity to expose their
music, it does not give them the proper revenue they deserve. Since
the artists are only getting paid ona per-play basis, it does not allow
the artists or affiliatedlabel to profit enough to sustain a respective
career. As Moderecords accounted, one of theirartists, Luciano Berio,
received only $4.13 for 1,326 streams. This adds up to one-thirdof a
penny per stream. Spotify is not illegaldownloading,but no artist
can consider that a reasonable monthly income.
In orderfor artists to make an income, they need
to sellrecords. While artists get the majority of their revenue
from tours and merchandise, no artist can go ona tour if
they have not established themselves yet as a profitable artist.
CD and vinyl sales havebeen dropping over the years in all
countries that Spotify is present, according to Century Media.
CDs and vinyl have alwaysbeen a reliableresource for artists,

Spotify is the latest innovation in online music sharing, and was introduced in the United States this past July
to an enthusiastic reception. Spotify is an online database
that allows users to stream music from several major
music labels for free. one of the many great aspects
of the service is that it is completelylegal, and
pays artists based on how many times their
songs have been listened to. It has become
increasinglypopular thanks to its easyto-use interface, and its access to a
massive library of songs that sometimes contains artists not available
on iTunes. While Spotify doesn?t
have access to every track in
existence (particularly indie or
eclectic music), its database of
15 milliontracks is nothing to

despite the growth of online downloading.

Smallerlabels have lookedto the Internet as an
outletto get the music of new musicians heard, but with the
boomof Spotify, the smallerlabelsdo not stand a chance. Since
Spotify revenue is based on volume alone, the largerlabels that can

sneeze at.

Spotify also boasts an extremelyfast
streaming speed, with virtually no buffering; it allows
the listener to get whatever song they want, when they
want it. Thanks to Spotify?s integration with Facebook, users
can view what theirfriends are listening to, or post their own
playlists and share their music with theirfriends. Spotify is

benefit from streaming music costs on the basis of number of times
playedare overshadowing the smaller labels.
For the first time in 10 years, music sales are increasing and there
is movement towardanti-piracy legislation,yet Spotify seems to ignore
this.The music industry may just return to a time when only the big

only a revolutionaryand streamlined new way to listen to
music, but also integrates social media into the experience.
not

labelsare heard.

FASHION FORWARD

Analyzing the life span of Halloween costumes
Moving from pumpkins to ninja turtles to lingerie with ears
to ninjas, to whatever Disney male character gets
to show off the most skin and abs. The age of in-

nocence disappears as

quickly and suddenly as that

last reese?s cup that you were trying to save.
So perhaps we can point to our culture or even

the costume

stores

for this disappearance,but

I?m not looking to blame anyone. Actually, quite
the opposite. Most people don?t even know how

KEVIN HOU

Halloween originated,and perhaps wouldn?t even
care if they did. I highly doubt that exposed skin
and inebriatedcollege folk were what the Celtics
had in mind to scare away ghosts or all theircrazy
zombie prophecy voodoo talk. Though, I suppose

No matter what age you are, Halloween is a
day of great fun and celebration. When you?re a
baby, it?s about your parents dressing you up in
cute animal costumes and taking incriminating
photographs. By the time you can walk, you?re still
dressed as a conversation piece for adults, but now
you get to relish in the mountains of sweets and
chocolates that old people hand you. Next, you?re a

I?ve seen some costumes that have made me cringe
for other reasons. rather, what I want to talk
about are the costumes in a college setting. I think
Halloween is absolutelyfantastic, and I see it as a
celebrationof personal expression. Some people
go to great lengths crafting their costumes and
coordinating with theirfriends. Kudos to everyone

and the careful eye of your parents. Somehow and
somewhere along the way, everything changes.
The biggest gap in this trend seems to occur
around the teenage years, when girls go from
Powerpuffs to Nurse Joy to an anonymous, scantily
dressed woman with a medical cross on her hat.
Guys are no better as they go from Power rangers,

that loves Halloweenfor the sake of Halloween,
whatever that is. If you like jokes and are a funny
person, maybe you?ll get one of those gag costumes
from the store. Similarly, if you like medicine and
watch a lot of TV, maybe Gregory House is your
calling this year.
After all, Halloween is that one day of the year
where you can be anything you want to be and
dress however you want. However, if you had

princess, or a Power ranger, or some cartoon hero,
and it?s just you and your friends under curfew

the chance to be anything for one night, don?t
you think you owe it to yourself to invest a little
into your costume? Around this time of the year,
I?m generally pretty excited about piecing things
together and seeing the reaction of my friends. My
rule of thumb is that there should be, at the very
least, some justificationfor your costume, followed by a resemblance to what you are dressing
up as. You don?t want to be the one person that
needs to explain what they are everywhere they go.
This is, I suppose, a critique of all the fine ladies
that think animal ears make lingerie a costume.
Not that there?s anything wrong with wanting to
feel sexually appealing,but let?s be more creative
with our costumes because we are creative people.
I don?t think it?s right to think of Halloween as just
another party, and that the best costume is the one
you look the best in. If you want to feel sexy, look
funny, or just be weird, express yourself through
your costume and really take the time to make it
special. Don?t wait till the last minute to go to the
store if you want to dress up. You?re just going to
end up compromising your costume and the last
bit of dignity you have the next morning as you?re
walking back to your room.

Kevin Hou is a Heights Editor. He can bereached at
arts@bcheights.com.

I was going to write my column about
Sifton this week, I couldn?t help but wonder
how many peopleactually read restaurant
reviews in today?s blurb-obsessedworld.
For me, there?s nothing more satisfying then
snagging the Times at Hillside on Wednesday morning and flipping right to theDining section. Every week, Sifton would tease
his review viaTwitter, and it took all my
power not to sneak a peek at his consistently
well-craftedand punchy reviews.
I know the question has been asked
before, and by thosefar more qualified than
I am, but is the art formof food criticism
dying out? Inrecent years, food publications
like Gourmet, oncea staplein the magazine
market, have quietly folded. once-commonplace names like Gael Greeneand ruth

reichl are now little more than wisps of
history meant for a Jeopardyclue one day in
the not so distantfuture.
It probably has something to do with the
everyday critics pervading our society, dissecting theirmeals in frontof their guests as
if MahnolaDargis waxing poetic about the
newest, coolestmovie you?ve never heard
of before. Blogs and Twitter users snap
photos and add instant, pithy taglines to
them in the hopes that they will be the first,
thebest, and the most re-tweetedreview of
restaurant XYZ. Pop-up restaurants draw
huge crowds, oftentimeswith littlerewards
other than a brightshiny?I was there? type
Facebook status.
We need food criticism, if only just to
warn us that sometimes hype simply cannot
be believed. In yesterday?s Times, former
food critic Frank Bruni described a meal at
long-awaitedNew York restaurant romera,
a $245 prix-fixe menu that, with tip, clocks
in at about $6OO a couplefor a meal. For that
type of money, one would expect more than

?water infused with leek and radish?like
indecisive tea, commitment phobic broths,
or pondwater.? The piece wasn?t a formal
restaurant review, butrather a snapshot
of how the food market is adaptingand
transforming to fit the needs of a ?foodie?
mass culture.
Critics like Sifton and Bruni, and Greene
and reichl, are absolutely vital in today?s
overfed, overindulged market stuffed to the
gills with food programs featuring top and
iron chefs alike. The everyday viewer fancies
him or herself as a chef with an expansive
background thanks to rachelray and the
buttery-good Paula Deen?s do-it-yourself
recipes that, more often than not, border on

obscenethan sublime.Professionalreviewers like Siftonand Bloomberg?s ryan Sutton
took Top Chef?s Sam Talbotto task for his
dismalImperial No. 9, a restaurant that
is all flash and no delivery. These trained
professionals weedout the worst of the Hollywood chefs, and for that, everyday eaters
must be grateful.
Sifton was an inspiration to me, both in
his writing and his widebreadth of knowledge about cuisines and New York neighborhoods. He explored an Asian food court
in a basement in Queens one week, then
focused on The Dutch, AndrewCarmellini?s
triumphant new-American establishment
the next. He bemoanedthe loss of M. Wells,
a short-lived Queens diner doling out heaping platters of fried duck out of a rinky-dink
trailer next to the subway.
I, amongmany others, surely owe Sifton a

RV'S STILL AVAILABLE

FOR NOTRE DAME GAME
Travel, Tailgate, Drive or
Let Us Drive!
Visit Us Online and Check Out Our Fleet!

Fuller Motorhome Rentals, Inc
1-800-338-2578
www.fullerrv.com

debtof culinary gratitude.I closely trailedhis
dining footsteps during my summer break.
Were it not for Sifton,I wouldnot have
known the joy ofbraised wildboar and sea
urchin from Annisa, AnitaLo?s cross cultural
masterpieceon theLower West Side. There?s
not a chance I wouldhave ventured into
Harlemfor a meal had Sifton not highlighted
Marcus Samuelsson?s red rooster, a Swedish-soul fusion joint that serves an audience
ranging from church ladiesin bright pumps
and swooping hats to smartly attiredbusinessmen and their associates.
Sifton andothers like him are the last
of a dyingbreed. Instead of tossing aside
theDining section next Wednesday, give
a beautiful art formthe time of day?but

make sure to have a snack handy.
Brennan Carley is the Assoc.Arts &
Review Editor for The Heights. He can
be reached at arts@bcheights.com.
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HORROR MOVIES DISSECTED

what makes
?What?s your favorite scary movie?? It?s a question
that never gets old during the Halloween season, and everyone has their answer. Prom Night, The Amityville Horror, The Hills Have Eyes, The Ring. The options range from
the mythical, whether they be vampires or werewolves,
to the deadly serious, from psychopaths to serial killers.
There?s something chilling about these films, particularly
the expectation of the unexpected.
Every horror film has the typical tropes that make
it scary. In the early 19505, movies like Psycho capitalized on the twist ending. From that movie forward, the

a scary movie scary?

twisted murder mystery, one of intrigue and psychopathic
creepiness, became a popular genre. Rosemary?s Baby in
the ?6os developedthis concept even more as screenwritend to innocent games. The most virtuous
characters in horror became corruptedby the villains
ers brought an

around them. As Rosemary Woodhouse makes clear, evil
can strike anyone.
The ?7os perhaps introduced the typical slasher film
to the masses. Before, the horror was psychological. Now,
the sins of young teens would not go unpunished. John
Carpenter?s Halloween made this perfectly clear as knife

wielding Michael Myers first attacked underage drinkers
and fornicators before going after virginal, and survivor,
Nancy. That?s where the age old premise sex and drug
use means death became a permanent staple in the horror genre. The murdersbecome even more surprising as
time goes on. The element of surprise and suspense has
become scarier than any killing now. What lurks in the
shadows is what makes the audience jump out of its seat.
Every horror film possesses typical images that make
them addictive and delightfully predictable to a degree. As
said earlier, expect the unexpected.
?

?

The people

The cliches

The

creepy crones

?i?ll be right back?
For years, countless stupid people in scary
movies have been abandoning theirfriends
in favor of forging their own paths. In both
iterations When a Stranger Calls, the female

creepy toys

nosy neighbors

From the misfit trinkets that parades
around Sid?s room in Toy Story to the redtufted hair of Chucky himself, toys have
been a skin crawling staple of movies for

No matter how generous they may seem,

It really isn?t a horror film unless there?s an
old woman irately pointing her finger at
the protagonist and uttering an iteration
of ?you?re next? or ?watch out!? In Diablo Cody?s Drag Me To Hell, an old crone

cursed the heroine and made her life a
living nightmare. In Alfred Hitchcock?s classic thriller Psycho, Norman Bates? mother,
though technically not alive, has one of the
scariest voices in movie history. Just last
year, Gladysfrom the movie Legion flashed
her soulless, pitch black eyes and terrified
a nation.
social outcasts
There is another reason to be nice to those
kids sitting by themselves in the lunchroom.
It?s true that the geeks and nerds go on to
be computer billionaire geniuses, but more
importantly, that guy wearing all black and
picking listlessly at his food is usually the

lead consistentlyturns downher friends?
offers to come over to the house where
she?s babysitting, only to be terrorizedby a
mysterious caller all night long.In Scream,
Tatum (Rose McGowan) ventures off on her
own to explore a noise in the garage?the
scene ends with thekiller crushing Tatum

between the garage doorand theceiling. However, since doublingback alone
brought a swift end to Paris Hilton?s character in the House of Wax remake, it?s hard to
complain about the trope.
red herrings
Sometimes the identity of a villainous killer
seems so apparent that the film doesn?t
even feel fun anymore, but slasher films live

character who goes home and summons the
demonsravaging the town by the end of the
movie. After all, you never know who is the
next Carrie don?t be the one who antagonizes her or you might regret it.

by the motto, ?Expect the unexpected.? Red
herrings twist the perception of the audience as they convince viewers in one way
or another as to the actual identity of the
culprit. Sure, the policemay book a killer
in the first 20 minutes, such as the arrest

nonbeliever
?There?s no such thing!? Famous last words,

of Rod in Nightmare on Elm Street after his
girlfriend Tina is found slashed to shreds.
Once they find him slashedin his jailcell

?

alwaysspokenright before the monster that
supposedlydoesn?t exist comes up to eat
the cocky character, theguy too cool to be
afraid.It?s survival of the fittest in a monster
horror, and a sense of fear is an excellent tool
of self-preservation.Honestly, why would
youchoose to spout off about monsters not
existing when one of theother characters
has mysteriously disappeared? Justkeep your
mouth shut and you might make it to theend
of thefilm.

the hands of Freddy Krueger, allbets are
off. The killer rakes in more power, and the
only thing we knowfor sure is that Rod is
definitely not the murderer.
at

sound effects/ music
From the screeching violins of Psycho to
the synthesized-tones of the Exorcist, the
music of horror films effortlessly evokes
one notion don?t go to bed with the lights
?

off. The best horror themes are repetitious,
so much so that they seeminglyburrow into
your brain until you feel nothing but shock
over the ensuing events. Sound effects
alone can produce a similar effect, as well.
An errant phonecall, a silence-breaking
doorbellring, they all issue an attack warning to an unknowingvictim.

youngin?s

years. The playthings first jumpedonto the
screen in an early episodeof The Twilight
Zone, which featured a doll named Talky
Tina whose taglinewas a delightful ?My
name is Talky Tina and I?m going to kill
you!? In the 1980s, Child?s Play was released
which featured Chucky, a doll hell bent on
possessing Andy Barclay?s soul. They?re
enough to make your skin crawl.

The

surprises

how beautifully manicuredtheir
lawn is, and not matter how wide their
smiles appear, never trust the neighbors.
Despite the privacy of a fence, the neighbors alwaysseem to knowwhat?s up on the
other side. Neighbors like the Castevets in
Rosemary?s Baby are easily the most horrifying of neighbors. Nosy yet kind, who
would expect they were assistants of Satan
and the two people who duped innocent
Rosemary into carrying his baby? The grass
is always drenched with blood on the other
side of the fence, apparently.
no matter

dead eyedkids

?Come playwith us? the twins from The
Shining whisper with vacant looksin their
eyes,forever joining thepop culture zeitgest.

Lately, children have been showing up in
hugenumbers in scary movies, fromthe old
lady-girl in Orphan to the long haired, grey
skinned child turnedbeast from The Ring and
its many sequels. What is it, exactly, about
these not-so fresh-faced youngsters that instill
fear in thehearts of so many moviegoers?
Perhaps it?s becausetheir evil natures are just
so unexpected.

secluded mansion
Hint: If there are no other houses around, it
does not mean this is a great place to throw
a house party. It means that there is no one
to call for help once the psycho starts wield-

ing his axe. With so many corridors, closets,

and servant entranceways, the archetypical, secluded mansion of a horror film is
a veritablewealthof fright. Somehow, the
lead characters neverrealize that an air of
abandonment in a gorgeousold Victorian
means there are ghosts haunting allaround
?

so get out now.

home alone
More than any other horror trope, the easiest
way to go head-to-head with thevillain is to
be alone. The utterance of ?Who?s there?? is
asking for thekiller to pop out frombehind
thefront door. Scream best embodiesthis
notion as Sydney Prescott occupies her empty

house, walking around theperimeter, searching for her killer. Lo andbehold, he?s simply
inside her vacant house! The power of being
thelone individualmeans several things. First,
it means you?re theobvious target. Second,
it means you have no allies in escape. Third,

and most frighteningly, no onecan hear you
scream for help. Sweet dreams,

Alex MAnTA

/
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Former Fall Out Boy frontman tackles vintage sound

CHARTTOPPERS

BY ARIANA IGNERI
For the Heights

1 Someone Like You
Adele
2 Sexy and I Know It

?

?

If you expected Soul Punk to
be another Fall Out Boy record,
you were quite mistaken; the band
is on an indefinite hiatus, but FOB?s
former front man, Patrick Stump, is
very much present and demanding
deserved attention with his first solo
release.
Soul Punk is a retro-styled
blend of R&B, dance-pop, and
maybe just becauseit?s in thealbum
title a little punk. Because Stump
?

?

utilizessounds fromalmostall conceivable instruments, including, but
not limited to, guitar, piano, drums,
bass, synth, trombone, trumpet,
saxophone,and even themandolin,
the album is extremelyidiosyncratic.
The fact that Stump incorporated
such a plethora of sounds on his record is impressiveenough, but what
is truly commendableis thefact that
he actually played and recorded
every instrument, and he wrote,
composed, and produced every
track, making thealbuma genuinely
autonomous work. Just as Soul Punk
affords Stump the opportunity to

exhibit his instrumental dexterity,
it also allows him to showcase his
impressive vocalrange, particularly
his falsetto, which is well-suitedfor
this album.
The first track on the record,
?This City,? starts by successfully
using the effects of synthesizers
to build

properly as with the song ?Spotlight (Newßegrets),? synthesizers
can greatly enhance a track. But
much of modern pop takes advantage of or misuses synthesizers and
it becomes detrimental to a track.
Case in point, the song ?Dance
Miserable,? which is, unfortunately,
just miserable.
Recovering on ?Everybody
Wants Somebody,? though, Stump
effectively incorporates strutting
horns at the beginningof the song.
He also relies heavilyon handclaps
Soul punk
in
PAtRiCK
StuMP
many
amid syncopated beats
tracks, notably ?Explode? and ?Run
producedby
Dry (XHeartXFingers),? which is
one of the most memorablesongs
iSLAnD
on therecord. Over eight minutes
releaSed
OCt. 18, 2011
long, ?Run Dry (XHeartXFingers)? is
a funk/dance track drivenby strong
our ratingB
bass and synth and embellishedby
Michael Jackson-esque sing-hiccOurTesy Of gOOgle.cOm
cupping. Influence from theKing of
Stump
successfully
distinguishes
Boy
past
album,
himself from his Fall Out
with his first solo
?Soul Punk.?
Pop is there throughout Soul Punk, Patrick
such as the more aggressive track
Although Stump is able to album lyrically, making the words you could be your own spotlight.?
?Greed.?
include a range of different sounds extremely personal. For example,
Stump?s first solo release, Soul
Clearly, R&B soul ties this on Soul Punk, lyrically, he realizes ?This City? is an earnest song about Punk, departs from the emo-laced
album together. However, rock that ?there are a lot of aspects to Stump?s hometown pride. In ?Run punk rock of FOB, and is, instead,
undercurrents heard in ?Greed?
[himself], and onerecord isn?t gonna Dry (XHeartXFingers)? Stumpsings, a conglomerationof pop, rock, and
and traces of pop found in tracks
?Bos evoking R&B, fused by Stump?s
compress all of [him].? For an upbeat ?One more shot, and I?m quitting
record,
forever,?
as
it
covers
to
a
?Spotlight
(Newß
e
grets),?
period
such
rather sobering
of undeniable vocal talent. Although
referring
?This City,? and ?Allie? ensure that topics, including lyrics about guilt, drinking excessively while a memhe says, ?I was scared of whatpeople
some FOB fans will be eased into
moral struggles, and doubt; in ber of FOB. The lyrics in ?Spotlight would think,? he also says, ?I am
Stump?s radical, new attempts to fact, the track ?Dance Miserable? (Newßegrets)? are perfectly fitting not trying to sell more Fall Out Boy
join a different genre. Those fans covers just about everything from for Stump at this point in his career; shirts, or even Patrick Stump shirts.
that favored FOB?s last album, Folie unemployment,foreclosure, climate he sings, ?They might try to tell you I just want to play music.? Lucky for
a Deux, which possessed a hint of
change, depression,to thedeclineof how you can live your life/ But don?t, Stump, whether he reunites with
R&B, will be even more impressed western civilization. Stump says that don?t forget it?s your right / to do FOB or stays solo, he?ll be able to
he spent a great deal of time on the whatever you like, you like / Cause do just that. n
by Soul Punk.

SingleS

anticipation. When used

LMFAO
3 We Found Love
Rihanna

4 Pumped Up Kicks

Foster the People
5 Moves Like Jagger

Maroon 5
6 Young, Wild & Free

Snoop Dogg and Wiz

Khalifa

7 Stereo Hearts

Gym Class Heroes
8 Without You
David Guetta

9 You Make Me Feel...
Cobra Starship
10 You and I
Lady Gaga
TOP ALBUMS

1 Evanescence
Evanescence
2 21
Adele
3 American Capitalist
5-Fingered Death
Punch
4 Clear as Day
Scotty McCreery

5 Wildflower

Lauren Alaina
Source:Billboard.com

Gallagher sticks to his guns on solo debut 'High Flying Birds'
BY BRENNAN CARLEY
Assoc. Arts & Review Editor
To the casual music listener, the
name Noel Gallagher most likely
elicits warm memories of the Oasis
hit ?Wonderwall.? The band, formed
in 1991in rainy Manchester, England,

has become more commonly known

for the bickering between the two
front-men, Gallagherand his brother
Liam. After several shutdowns and
brawls, Oasis finally split for good
in 2009. All of the band members
except for Noel regrouped as Beady
Eye and released their debut album
earlierthis year. Insteadof sitting back

and watchinghis brother?s continued

success,

Noel Gallagher decided to

pursue a solo path.

The fruit of his labors,Noel Gallagher?s High Flying Birds, is a comprehensive but extremely accessible

album that harnesses Gallagher?s
discontentand uses it for lyricalprecision. It is a compact little album that
doesn?t allowmuch time for thought,

Noel gallagher?S high
Flying birdS
nOEL GALLAGHER?S
HiGH FLyinG BiRDS
produced by iSLAnD /

MERCuRy
releaSed
OCt. 18, 2011
cOurTesy

Of gOOgle.cOm

Gallagher?s High Flying Birds trumps Beady Eye?s debut album, giving listeners a reliably energeticset of songs.

honingin on his rebelliousrock roots
with colossal tracks that seem predestined for arena-filling greatness.
Although at times repetitive, Birds
represents the guitarist?s reinvention
process thatdoesn?t stray farfromhis
Oasis days.
Gallagher said in an interview
shortly after quitting Oasis that he
felt sonically restrained by his band
mates, but on Birds, some of the
tracks sound almost pleadingly like
tracks the Grammy winning group
could have released in its heyday.
?Dream On? couldhave been the first
single off the group?s eighth album, a
plunking, tambourine-ladenditty that
would inevitably weasel its way into
Target?s holiday ad campaign come
this winter were it not for lyrics like,
?One day at a time, I?m hiding from
the razor blade.? It is similar to the
Kinks in its restrained but nevertheless pleasant sound, one in which
Gallagher struggles to make a vocal
impact. Indeed, he mentioned in a
recent interview with British music
magazine NME that ?I struggled to
sing [some songs] in the studio?l
couldn?t decide to sing it out or sing
it quiet.?

It?s a shame, really, that all of the
songs aren?t as growly and impactful

as ?If I Had a Gun,? which alternates
between quietly melodic a range
previously unexploredby the Brit
and scathingly scratchy. Likewise,
tracks like ?The Death of You and
Me? and ?(I Wanna Live InA Dream
In My) Record Machine? reflect a
dualityto his voice, itselfdemonstrating Gallagher?s willingness to change
and mature in pursuit of experimen?

?

tation.

Othersongsrepresent a resounding growth for the musician. For
years, Gallagher has been the most
artistically inclined musician to
emergefrom the UK, adeptly toeing

the line between the thickheaded
charm of U2?s recent works and the
audacious originality of Queen. For
instance, on the album?s best track,
?AKA
What a Life!? Gallagher
deconstructs a house music-inspired
thump thatpeeks out frombehind the
glorious, up-tempo piano he claims
was inspired by the classic, ?Strings
of Life.? The result sounds much like
something the Rolling Stones might
create today if tasked with crafting a
club-banger, a snaking and complex
number that?s chorus will wriggleits
way into listener?s mindsforever.
Openingnumber?Everybody?s On
the Run? contains elementsof Elbow
?

in its swellingorchestra. Itis thebest

showcasefor Gallagher?s no-longerovershadowed voice, an instrument
with a sort of throaty swagger that
occasionally seems overly polished
andproduced, startlingfor a musician
whose acoustic and live work is his
most critically acclaimed.
One expects stunning lyricism
from Gallagher?s solo debut after
all, he was the man behind allofOasis?
written magic. His attempts at deep,
soul searching moments are lost in
musical translation on songs like
?Solider Boys and Jesus Freaks,? an
otherwise catchy number that plods
on with its political agenda.Atmost, it
lays out the barebonesof Gallagher?s
idealswithout ever fleshing themout,
a blueprint of a song that professes,
?God may soon explode and there is
no place we might hide.?
Nonetheless, for an album that is
almost exactly what listeners expect
it to be, Noel Gallagher?s High Flying
Birds far outweighs the accomplishments of Beady Eye?s debut. It occasionally reaches for experimental
greatness, but more frequently, Gallagher dives headfirst into safer, rollicking songs that comeas a comfort
to fans of the once-great bandthat is
?

no more. n

Latest break-up in music allows possibility of artist reinvention
BY TAYLOR CAVALLO
Things have been rough lately.
Losing R.E.M. and almost losing
rapper Rick Ross to a seizure has
been truly hard on the music

lover?s psyche, but the news of
Kim Gordon and Thurston Moore
announcing their split is the final
straw. Gordon and Moore, the
power coupleof 27 years that
makes up two-fifthsof Sonic Youth
has announced theirbreak up and,
in turn, an uncertainty about the
future of the band. This is a sad
day for alternative music lovers

everywhere.
IfKim and Thurston can?t keep
it together, whathope is therefor
therest of us? You would think that
a daughter namedCoco, a house
in Northampton,Mass. and 16
studio albums couldkeep a couple
together like glue, but apparently
the times are changingand that
just doesn?t cut it anymore. After
all I have been reading on the subject, I stillhave no understanding
as to why the couple actually broke
up no reasons are given. The five
shows that theband alreadyhas
scheduledfor theirfall tour from
Nov. 5 through Nov. 14in South
?

willcontinue, but Sonic
Youth itself is still up in the air.
Although Kim and Thurston have
been married since 1984, Sonic
Youth has been making experimen-

rock albumsthat is preserved in
the Library of Congress Recording
Registry, further emphasizing its
importance to rock ?n? roll and its

I say yes. At least one more
album, just so Sonic Youth fans
everywherecan have the chance
to hear and to reject, or absolutely

validation as a true masterpiece,

tal, alternative, and raw music since
1981. Alternativerock fans should
keep theirfingers crossed, but
stillbe prepared to mourn Sonic
Youth after the South American
tour comes to a close in Sao Paulo,

by far one of the best albums of the
1980s. On Rather Ripped, a later
album, one only has to listen to the
track ?What a Waste? to hearthe
band?s perfect mixture of angry
punk rock influences with experimental guitars and psychedelic
sounds. On thetrack ?Turquoise
Boy,? Kim?s vocals are eerilyreminiscent of the Velvet Underground?s

America

Brazil.
Sonic Youthis one of those
bands that has such a rich history
filled with great music that it?s
hard to pinpoint a climax in their
career. Although Kim and Thurston
eventuallymovedto New England
to settle down as thepicturesque

punk rock family,their roots are
in New York City. There is no way
to properly discusseach of Sonic

Youth?s 16 amazing and individually unique albums,but Daydream
Nation (1988) andRather Ripped
(2006) stand out. I can?t properly
envision my middleschool years
without hearing?Teenage Riot,?

probably the most famous song off
the album DaydreamNation, playing in thebackground-asong which
is one of the best, inspiring creative
brainchildren of Kim and Thurston.
Daydream Nation is one of the only

Lindsey Buckingham?s constantly
tumultuousrelationship, and it also

they?re famous for being the most
relaxed and happiest rock ?n? roll
couple. This is not only a sad day
for music, butalso a sad day for

adore, a new album instead of longing for more after an abrupt end

happens to be one of the bestrock

romance.

to a legendary band. Although

Nicks and Buckingham resonates
through the entire album, and
listeners everywherelove every
minute of it. However, we?re so used
to Kim and Thurston being in love;

dating and marrying someone in
your band is always a risky thing,
sometimes, great things happen.
Case and point: FleetwoodMac?s

Rumors. That album can be seen
as a reflection of StevieNicks and

albums ever. The tension between

Taylor Cavallo is a columnist
The Heights. She can be
reached at arts@bcheights.

for

infamous and enigmatic German
singer Nico, with her harmonious,

androgynous whisper. Their cover
of ?Superstar? is chilling.
Clearlymusic fans all over the
worldare hoping that theband will
remain intact despite thisdevastating news about the endof a romance, and truly the end of anera.
However,if Sonic Youth did stay
together, would the magic be gone
now that the two most important

components of theband have lost
their spark for one another? Kim

and Thurston constantly fed off of
each other for ideas and share most
of thebands vocals. Do we really
want Sonic Youthwithout the Sonic
Youth romance?

cOurTesy

Of gOOgle.cOm

While Gordon andMoore?s break-up is devastating, theirrelationship?s end could produce more greatSonic Youth albums.

RADIO SINGLES BY KIRA MULSHINE
Drake and nicki Minaj
?Make Me Proud?

gym Class Heroes feat. oh Land

Justinbieber
?Mistletoe?
Drake and nicki Minaj pool their talent to
create a hip-hop and rap treasure with ?Make
MeProud.? It?s hard to ignore the flawless
chemistry that Drake and nickireveal in their
first musical partnership, and we can only hope
for more collaborations like this from these two
pop culture sensations. Wait for theweekend
??i?m so, i?m so proud ofyou? is bound to be
blasting from speakersacross the country.
?

?Life goes on?
Only JustinBieber could pull off spreading
Christmas cheer worldwide before Halloween.
His latest hit ?Mistletoe,? the first single off
the young pop star?s awaited holiday album
Under theMistletoe, is a sweet and skillfully
composed Christmas love song. With lines like,
?i should be playing in the winter snow, But
i?mma be under themistletoe,? everyyoung
teenage girl will start their Christmas list early.

the Gym Class Heroes wasted no time
preparing therelease of latest single ?Life Goes
On.? unlike the upbeat rhythms in ?Stereo
Hearts,? this song has arelaxed feel that
complements its soothing message, ?life goes
on.? the comforting sound of Oh Land?s calm
voice transitions smoothly into travie McCoy?s
honest words. Sit down, take a deep breath,
and listen to this catchy collaboration.
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Controversial Alabama immigration law challenged by the courts
BY ARJUN GAJULAPALLI
For The Heights
On

Friday, Oct. 14,

a

federal

appeals court rejected some of

that only a few of the measures
were blocked, this still is a victory
for the Federal government when
the government of Alabama won
the ruling on the bill a month

migration in the country. The U.S.
Justice Department submitted a

Judge Sharon
Blackburn, of Alabama?s Federal
District Court in Birmingham,
ruled against the federal government, despite ruling against some

request for the bill to be reviewed

provisions.

based on concerns involving the
law?s constitutional validity. The
11th U.S. Court of Appeals, based
in Atlanta, delivered the ruling.
The ruling gives a partial victory
to the federal government and
several immigrant rights groups,

The reaction has been widespread in Alabama as work shortages and increased absences in
schools haveoccurred throughout

the controversial Alabama Immigration law, considered one of
the toughest laws on illegal im-

as parts of the law are blocked.
However, the parts not blocked by

the ruling remain intact. President
Barack Obama?s administration
criticized the law, noting that it is
illegalfor individualstates to deter
immigration. However, the governor of Alabama, Robert Bentley,
said that ?it was vital to protect
the jobs of legalresidents.?
Among the parts of the bill
that were blocked were the right
to check the immigration status
of children in public schools,
and the right to make it a crime
for those who do not carry legal
registration. However, some of
the more controversial provisions
were kept, includingthe provision
that allows police officers the right
to inquire about the immigration
status of a suspect during lawful
arrests or stops, and the provision

deny illegal immigrants rights
to apply for a driver?s license and
business license. Despite the fact
to

ago. On Sept. 28,

?The financial
industry is in far
better shape than
the stocks in the
sector would lead
you to believe.?

Friday?s ruling, many Hispanic
families took out their kids in
public schools in response to fears
that Alabamaschool officials will
inquire about their immigration
status. Wayne Farms, a poultry
company and a major employer,
reported that half a dozen of its
plants had to be shut down due
to work stoppage caused by the

rate lawsuit

bill. Other reactions have been
extreme as a good number of His-

ment that

panic families have fled the state.
Not only is the Hispanic popu-

challenging the law.
Church leaders within the state
of Alabama also oppose the bill
with leaders from the Episcopal,
Methodist, and Catholic churches
all filing separate lawsuits against
the governor, attorney general,
and the district attorney. Bishop
Henry N. Parsley, a leader in the

race, class, or citizenship status.?
Republicans across the nations
support the law, citing that the
federal government has done

Episcopal Church, said in a state-

rather than efforts to integrate
immigrants into society. Similar
immigration laws are being enacted in several states including

?We will continue

to

provide food, shelter, transportation,

housing?regardless of

Arizona, Georgia, Utah, and

Indiana.
The fight over the Alabama immigration law has not ended as it
is unclear to when the work stoppages and school absences will
subside. The federal government
willkeep taking the lawinto court
which can take several months.

nothing to curb illegal immigration. A poll done by Quinnipiac
University found that 70 percent
of those polled wanted stricter
enforcementof immigration laws

Despite this, the effects of the law
still are still immediate and it will

take

a

few months

to

know the

severity of the aftermath. n

lation affected by this law, but so
are the rest of Alabama?s residents.
The majority of lawmakers in the
Republican majority state supported the law seeing as to how
the law was passed by a ratio of
three to one in Alabama?s House

of Representatives. Albertville
Mayor Lindsey Lyons supported
the bill, saying that ?If they had,
to some extent, reached out to
and tried to let the community
know?. But we never had any of
that, OK?? Lyons goes on to add
that ?And if it was attempted at
-Barron?s Financial
the time, who knows how things
would?ve been today?? The law and
its aftermathallowed many unemthe state, partly due to Alabama?s ployed Alabamians to find work.
In response to finding work on
sizeable Hispanic population.According to The Wall Street Journal, tomato fields, one newlyemployed
Alabama?s Hispanic population worker said ?Everybody said that
grew 145 percent from 2000- this is a jobmost Americans won?t
2010, despite Hispanics only do. Well there?s a few of us that
representing 4 percent of the total still will.?
population in Alabama. Alabama
Throughout the nation there
also ranks 32nd in the nation in

has been a mixed reaction to the

of Hispanic purchasing
power among legal citizens with
approximately$3.7 billion.Before

law. Civil rights groups including
the ACLU strongly oppose the
law and have even created a sepa-

terms

Gary crOsßy,

jr./

ap phOTO

Alabamacitizens recently protested the new anti-immigration bill that could allow police to ask for papers.

Blackßerries lose Internet service nationwide Brown faces criticism
Blackßerry, from 810
of the outages. Co-CEO Jim
Balsillie had this to say about
the offer: ?This is something we
would like to offer as our form
of thanks. It?s a $lOO worth of
premium apps. It?s a substantial
offer to our 70 million users

around the world.?
For me, as an avid BlackBerry user, I am thrilled to hear
about this package, especially
considering my phone was
spared from the pervasive outages. I will certainly enjoy the
various apps and games that will
become available, but will many
Blackßerry customers feel the
same way? For a long time, RIM
and Blackßerry were leaders in
the smartphone industry, targeting a professional, businessoriented crowd.The Blackßerry
has expandedto new audiences

Android phones before the outages, and things continue to be
on the declinefor RIM. An informal survey by Reuters found
that while most up-graders were
Apple diehards, almost one in
four customers who purchased
the iPhone 4S this week were
making a switch from another
device-manyfed up with RlM?s
Blackßerry. Along with many
others, I too will be facing this
dilemmaas my two-year contract runs out in the upcoming
months. My Blackßerry has
been good to me. It has been
consistent, durable, and reliable, but I feel like something
is missing. Sure, Blackßerry

the App World
lookingfor something to keep
them busy, but almostall of the
features of the phone pale in
comparison to the iPhone and
even the Droid. For me, it is
only a matter of time before I
make the switch and upgrade to
users can peruse

the iPhone 4S.
Ever since the iPhone was
released in 2007, Blackßerry
has struggled to keep its hold
on the market, and these outages continue to dig an even

deeper hole. Blackßerry stock
peaked in 2008 at $144.56
per share. But since then it
has lost over 83 percent of its
value, falling all the way to

around $22 per share today.
still attracted to RIM and
the Blackßerry, but Apple and
Google appear to be gaining
more ground with each passing
day. I wish I could trust RIM
to right the ship, but I cannot.
Until RIM makes some significant changes to the Blackßerry
and appeals to more customers,
it could be a long, treacherous
collapse for the world?s original
smartphone.
Michael Allen is a staff columnist for The Heights. He welcomes comments at marketplace@
bcheights.com.

most

the vote against health care.?
Slade expressed his belief
that Brown should not be reelected when his term is up in
2012. He commented that one
of the top goals of the College
Democrats of Massachusetts
would be to support Brown?s
democratic opponent during the
election cycle. Kate Moore, a student at Smith College and presi-

he received government support
that helped make it possible for
him to attend Tufts and BC Law,
and I think that?s great. But now
that he?s become a U.S. senator
representing students from those

schools he has voted pretty consistently against legislation that
wouldmake it easier for students
to afford school.?
Bronwen Raff, a Tufts ju-

?I don?t think
that he is the
appropriate
person to represent

nior and vice president of Tufts
Democrats, criticized Brown for
the same inconsistencies in his
voting record in a conferencecall
with reporters.
?I can say with all certainty that I would not be at this
amazing institution without Pell
Grants,? Raff said. ?It is hurtful to
know that Scott Brown has not
looked out for the students who
have followed behind him at his
alma mater. By supporting cuts
for Pell Grants, Scott Brown is

-Andrew Slade
Vice President,
College Democrats of
Massachusetts

disallowing students like me
from learning at the same institution where he too received
a first-class education.?
Despite the mounting criticism, a 2010 poll conducted by

professional customers.

With the smartphone market
becoming more competitive by
the day, these outages could be
the beginning of the end for the
Blackßerry. This is not to say
that the Blackßerry is destined
for failure, but there is certainly
a growing concern. As Apple
released its newest model of
the iPhone this past week, the
outages could not have come at
a worse time. RlM?s Blackßerry
had been losing market share
to Apple?s iPhone and Google?s

dent of the College Democrats
of Massachusetts, made similar
statements in a conference call
with reporters.
?Just as Scott Brown has made
it clear that he does not stand
with students, college students

The bill has certainly not been
without critics.
?Bringing casinos to Massachusetts in order to close our
budget gap is a tax on the poor,?
said Senator Sonia Chang-Diaz,
a JamaicaPlain Democrat, citing
concerns that casinos bring with
them increased crime, gambling

addictions, and other social ills
that critics say impact poorer
communities the most.
An anti-casino group led

by
former state Attorney General
Scott Harshbarger blasted the legislatures? closed-door meetings in
crafting the bill. ?This was just a
classic, Massachusetts, behindclosed-doors power play by the
special interests and lobbyists and
casino owners,? Harshbarger said.
?Only the public interest lost.?
Supporters back the bill as a

job creator, saying casinos drive
construction and tourism.
?It has potential to bring home
$1.2 billion that?s being spent
by Massachusetts residents in

/

ap phOTO

Research in Motion co-CEO Mike Lazaridis recently apologizedto Blackßerry customers for service outages.

Casino could be built in 2 years
Casinos, from 810

The Boston Globe showed that
Brown was ranked as ?the most
popular officeholder in Massachusetts.? The Democratic
Senate Campaign Commit-

will make it clear that they stand
with Democrats in 2012,? Moore
said.
?I don?t think that he is the aperic risßerg

neighboring states? casinos,? said
Senator Stanley C. Rosenberg, an
Amherst Democrat who helped
write the legislation, ?and, at

estimates ?wildly

the same time, create more than
10,000 jobs and provides hundreds of millions of dollars in

Nevertheless, Rosenberg said
creating a final bill would occur

annual revenue.?

?Bringing casinos
to Massachusetts in
order to close our
budget gap is a tax
on the poor,?
-Sonia Chang-Diaz
Massachusetts State
Senator
Other estimates predict as
many as 15,000 new jobs, including 6,000 temporary construction

jobs, and an additional annual
revenue of at least $3OO million
for the state and its towns.
Harshbarger deemed these

FI :J MM i,MI AS

o

us

released a poll confirming
that Brown remains the ?most
popular politician in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
with an approval rating of 73
tee

propriate person to represent the
people of Massachusetts,? Slade

if!ifH Man it A'&OMM

afforded op-

were made possible by tax payers,

the people of
Massachusetts.?

aggravated

was

portunities to attend two private
schools, and those opportunities

are

in some ways, but business professionals are still RlM?s target
clientele. This package of apps
seems to appease the casual
user like myself, but may not

satisfy RlM?s

reflected. ?He

Brown, from 810

Despite this, many businesses

percent.?

I v oat I onnnrarrarauKrJEHHßK

n
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optimistic? and
called the revenue projections
outdatedbecause they were based
on prerecession data.

relatively quickly, predicting the
governor wouldbe able to sign it
by Thanksgiving.
The overwhelminglegislative
approval of casinos underscored
the state?s?and region?s?prevailing concerns with the economy,
especially in the wake of a long
recession and slow recovery. New
York and New Hampshire?s legislators have expressed interest in

Brew i tie

following Massachusetts? move.
Connecticut and Rhode Island, two states that have already
legalized gambling, are closely
watching. According to a study
by the University of Massachusetts-Dartmouth, Massachusetts
residents made up 56 percent
of visitors in the Rhode Island
establishments last year.
DeLeo and Rosenberg have
predicted that a full-scale casino
could be built in two to three

years. n
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BOSTON
COLLEGE The Institute for the

Liberal Arts

THE INSTITUTE FOR THE LIBERAL ARTS HOSTS CONVERSATIONS AND SUPPORTS
PROGRAMS THAT EXAMINE AND ADVANCE LIBERAL ARTS EDUCATION.

WHY IT MATTERS TO US ALL
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BOSTON COLLEGE

CORCORAN COMMONS

THE HEIGHTS ROOM

Elizabeth

Kolbert

THE NEW
YO R l< E R

MAN IN THE ANTHROPOCENE

At this day-long symposium,

four important speakers will

Steven

Pinker

HARVARD
U N IVERSITY

THE HISTORY OF VIOLENCE

share their views of the role
of science in liberal arts edu-

cation and in society.

Siva

Vaidhyanathan r

IVERSITY
VI RG I N IA

THE TECHNOCULTURAL IMAGINATION

Brian

Greene

COLUMBIA
U N IVERSITY

WHY SCIENCE MATTERS

View the schedule at www.bc.edu/ilasymposium
Free and open to the public. Reservations are required. RSVP by

10/21 to:

ila@bc.edu
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FINANCE AT

A

GLANCE

Though stock prices log 10-week high, much to worry about in the market

ALEXANDER DRIPCHAK
I am back from my financial
sabbatical to address the stock
market. While it was nice to take
a few weeks off to talk about
the worldof marketing, it is
important to return to the stock
market world. After all, there
is nothing better to report than
good news.
The top headline on CNBC
for Friday read: ?Stocks Log
10-week High, Dow, Nasdaq up
for 2011.? This headline, coupled
with a 140-point upswing in the
market, was just what the doctor
ordered on Friday. After weeks
of raised eyebrows,wide eyes,
and sour scowls, it was nice to
see someone provide us with a

remedy, right? Well, not everyone is smiling (or even sighing)
just yet. If you hold a share
of stock in almost any of the
financials, chances are you aren?t
exactlyhappy. As a matter of
fact, if you own financial stocks,
you may feel like you have taken
a ride with Michael J. Fox and
have gone back in time; in this

prolific rise in today?s numbers,
but Bank of America (BAC) has

$lO/share.

ing restrictions, and low interest

case, back to 2008. Yes, I said it,
the dreadful year of 2008. People
may laugh when they hear this
and ask how we are in such

Anyone can point to one
company, and even though Bank
of America has a big impact on
the financial sector, it still is
only one company. Therefore,
you may ask: Just how bad has
it been? JP Morgan, Citigroup,
Goldman Sachs, and Morgan
Stanley have all held a grudge

rates have many worrying, others are looking at bookvalue and

against 2011, as it has marked
a 40 percent plus drop in stock
price. Morgan Stanley has suf-

state.

Equipped with the Dow

Jones numbers to prove how
2008 is nothing like today, let me

provide you with a few daunting
figures of today.
Bank of America hit its three
year low in March of 2009 when
it bottomed out at $3.14. Looking at today?s $6.34 stock price,
you may feel consoled.To your
chagrin, it is important to note
that even by the end of March,
the stock climbed back up above
$6.50. I would like to cite some

celebrate? What does the current

sector.

financial status tell us about
what to do? I have been too bullish on banks to say that they will
see a tremendous rally anytime
too soon, but many think that
earnings reports do not justify
this financial sector meltdown.
While regulatory pressure, trad-

fered more than anyone as their
low this month of $11.58 is up
merely from its three-year low
back in 2008 of $10.61.
So, the question is: Is this

financial sector is down 20 percent, with the aforementioned
?big players? down in excess of
40 percent. How does this stack
up to the S&P? The S&P is down
3 percent. Are financials really
seven times worse thanthe S&P?
This is the question you need to

For those of you feeling really
bullish, triple-leveragedETF
FAS is downnearly 200 percent
since its high and finds itself in
a situation parallelingthat of
Morgan Stanley. With returns
potentially three times as high,
it is also something to consider.
All in all, what is it going to take
to boost these financials out of
their own turmoil?Only time
will tell. In the meantime, I can?t
steer you in one direction or
another(simply because I have
tried too many times for the sake
of financials), but there is some
serious thinking to be done.
(Insert best Socrates look here).
Here I bear good news for those
who are bullish: Bank of America
beat expectationsin both profit
and revenue numbers as reported by CNBC on Tuesday, Oct.
18, 2011. However, for those
contrarians out there, there is
also some news to support your

reason to worry? Or reason to

ask yourself when evaluating the

side: GoldmanSachs reported

been suffering from job cuts,
bonus cuts, and earnings reports
that have failed to satiate investors in any financial stock. In
just the past three months, Bank
of America has seen its share
plummet from a high point of

realizing long-term opportunity.
Barron?s came out with a report
saying, ?The financial industry is in far better shape than
the stocks in the sector would
lead you to believe.? How does
Barron?s justifythis? Well the

only the second time
since the company went public
12 years ago. Therefore, is Bank
a loss for

of America signaling the longawaitedrevitalization for the
banks, or is Goldman showing
that the trouble still looms?
As the protestors inundate
Wall Street and the public
decides to go against the big
banks, what one needs to realize
is that we cannot have a healthy
economy without the banks. At
current levels of losses in excess
of 20 percent, something needs
to be

done to help the financials

recoup some of their losses.
While it is difficult to say when
and where it will happen, it is
important to realize how our
economy is far from embracing
good times when financials sag

like they have.
Alexander Dripchak is a staff columnist for The Heights. He welcomes comments at marketplace@
bcheights.com.

Eurozone crisis leads to protests
Greece.

BY JOHN MORRISON
Heights

Staff

Amid growing protests around
the world concerning the inequalities of the worldwide financial
system, finance ministers from
the top 20 producing industrial
economies met in Paris this past
week to discuss solutions to the
growing European financial
problem.
The meeting began just as
several large protests in major fi-

nancial centers around theworld
turned more rowdy and violentin
nature?a growing sign that the
world?s top economic officials
must act quickly to calmthefears
of the people.
Although this meeting was
not intended to finalize a

With Greece?s parlia-

ment and elected officials having

plan

the European debt crisis,
European financial leaders used
this meeting not only to advance
possible solutions, but also to
prepare for the European leaders
summit taking place on Oct. 23
in Brussels and the high profile
meeting of G-20 presidents

trouble gaining popular support
for several of the EU?s plans, many

analysts feel that the next few
weeks couldbe decisive in deciding the course of the worldwide
economy.

Joachim Fels,

Morgan

Stanley?s chief economist based
out of London, referred to the
Oct. 23 meeting in Brussels stating that it, ?has the potential to
turn into a

positive historic mo-

but it could also easilyturn
into a negative catalyst.? In a statement released by European G-20
officials, European authorities
recognized the need to ?decisively
address the current challenges
through a comprehensiveplan.?
The specifics of the plan have
ment

...

not beenreleased but that has not

on

and prime ministers scheduled
in early November in Cannes.

United Kingdom Chancellor
Greg Osborne put enormous
pressure on thefinance ministers
to quell fears in these next few
meetings, tellingreporters of The
Financial Times, ?[The Eurozone]
will have left Paris under no
misunderstanding that there is a
hugeamount of pressure on them
to deliver a solution to the Eu-

which remains the
epicenter of the world?s current
problems.? Canadian Finance
Minister Jim Flaherty added in,
saying, ?The risk of recession
would be increased dramatically
were the Europeans to fail to accomplish the goals they have set

rozone crisis

for themselves on Oct. 23, followed by Cannes at the beginning

of November.?
The European Union?s (EU)
biggest financial problem continues to be figuring out how to
address the failing economy in

?They clearly have
more work to do on
the strategy and the
details?
-Timothy Geithner
U.S. Secretary of
stopped analystsfrom anticipating

the EU?s course of action. Several
high profile analysts have recommended that the EU officials write
downthe value of Greek bondsby
as much as 50 cents on the dollar
so as to reduce exposure for credit
agencies, create a backstop for

banks, and improve the effective-

of the European Financial
Stability Facility.
Several prominent European finance ministers includingFrance?s
finance minister, Francois Beroin,
commented on the contributions
of the meeting to reporters of The
ness

Financial Times, saying that with
the help of German Finance Minister Wolfgang Schauble major
progress had been made in finding adequaterevisions to the debt
payments creditors will receive

from the Greek government in
the proposed plan titled the European Financial Stability Facility
(EFSF), which was outlinedin July,
to stem the European debt crisis.
Reacting to concerns reporters
had over the EFSF, Olli Rehn, the
European Monetary Affairs commissioner, was adamant in saying
that, ?we are not reopening the
deal,rather revisiting the deal.? It
is expected that with several high
profile meetings over the next few
weeks details will emergeand any

vagueness will be clarified.
Timothy Geithner, the United
States Secretary of Treasury, was
also present in Paris. After the
meeting, in which he was the
most outspoken diplomathailing
from outside Europe, he outlined
his belief to reporters of The Wall
Street Journal and The Financial
Times, stating that Europe has the
resources and ability to contain
the debt crisis through a series of
financial firewalls. In a statement

released to Bloomberg, Geithner
said in response to the EFSF, ?The
plan has the right elements,? but,
?they clearly have more work to do
on the strategy and the details.?

Soon after the summit in Paris
concluded, German officials,
including Prime Minister Angela
Merkel, attempted to play down

the potential impact of the meetings taking place over the next
few weeks. In a more pessimistic
approach, a representative for
Merkel released a statement saying, ?The dreams that are once
again cropping up, that by Monday this package will have solved
everything and it will all be over,
once again this cannot befulfilled.
These are important working steps
on a long path. This is a path that
with certainty runs far into next
year and also additional working
steps will have to follow.? For now
the only certain outcome of the
G-20 summit this past weekend is
that there is immense pressure on
the world?s political and economic

elite to provide guidance for
struggling world economy. n

a

Chris carlsOn

mistake.
But what about Cain?s economic positions? This seems
to be (at least in his own
mind) his greatest strength.
He even introducedhimself
at the recent CNN debate as
?businessman Herman Cain?l
solve problems for a living,? he
a

ZACHARY HALPERN
The latest NBC News/Wall
Street Journal poll has Herman Cain leading the GOP
pack of presidential candidates. According to the poll,
Cain is even more popular
than the ?inevitable candidate?
Mitt Romney. But who is Herman Cain? Is he a legitimate
candidate with innovative
ideas and grass roots support or is he simply the ?latest
flavor of the week? (as he
continually denies)?
Herman Cain is certainly

church and state, for example.
In an interview on Fox ?News?
with Chris Wallace, Cain
suggested that the Constitution demands that Americans
prevent Mosques from being
built in the United States.
He explained, ?Our constitution guaranteesseparation
of church and state. Islam
combines church and state.
They?re using the church part

of our first amendment to
infuse their mosque in their
community.? Do you follow? I
don?t.
That statement is offensive
and divisive, but it isn?t presidential. As John Stewart later

pointed out, Cain has a ?pronoun problem? because it is

the constitution that protects
their mosque from us. Challenging such a basic freedom

lefTeris piTarakis / ap phOTO

ap phOTO

Herman Cain: frontrunner or phony?

original. Take his argument
regarding the separation of

Protesters take to the street in Athens, Greece, protesting the government?s mismanagement of the economy.

/

Former Godfather?s Pizza CEO Herman Cain has emerged as a leadingRepublican candidate for president.

is unacceptable as a presidential candidate.Electing Cain
to the White House at a time
when the importance of U.S.Middle East foreign policy is
so crucial would definitelybe

told the audience. His solution
to the complicated tax code
full of loopholes and exemptions?his 9-9-9 plan. The
so-called 9-9-9 plan would
eventually phase out the entire
federal tax code and implement three taxes?a 9 percent income tax, a 9 percent
business transactions tax
and a 9 percent federal sales
tax. Such a solution appears
attractive at first because
it?s so understandable. But
even conservatives have been
critical. Texas Governor Rick
Perry pointed out that the
plan would actuallyraise taxes

on a vast

number of people.

He pointed to New Hampshire residents who don?t pay

sales tax. Under Cain?s plan
they would be forced to pay
a 9 percent federal sales tax.
But that?s not the core of the
problem. The real problem is
that the plan would initiate
an enormouslyregressive tax
system. Poor Americans who
a

spend the majority of their
income on basic necessities
such as food, transportation,

and housing wouldbe hit hard
by a 9 percent federal sales tax
on top of their state?s already
existing sales tax. Glenn Kessler of The Washington Post
checked the facts on the plan
and concluded, ?In other
words, while on paper Cain is
promising a tax cut, in reality
tens

of millions of lower-in-

come Americanswouldface
tax increases. People in high
tax brackets
28 percent and
higher would likely see big
tax cuts.?

This Sunday Cain confirmed his front-runner status
when he appearedon Meet
the Press. But David Gregory?s
questions proved difficult for
Cain. He came off far from
presidential. When asked
about his comments last week
in which he told a crowd in
Tennessee that he would build
an

electricfence along the

U.S.-Mexican border with a
sign that says this ?will kill

you--in Spanish and English,?
Cain said it was a joke and
that America needs to get a
sense of humor. I don?t think

that a presidential candidate
should be jokingabout such
a contentious political issue,
especially if its not clear that
it is a joke.Afterwards when

asked aboutforeign policy,
Cain came off as under qualified. When asked about who
has shaped his ?thinking? on
foreign policy, Cain mentioned ?the writings of Dr.
Harry?Henry Kissinger? and
KT McFarland. He did not
speak of any specific strategies. Does he believe in preemptive strikes? How would

he deal with Iran?s pursuit of
nuclear weapons? Would he
provide military assistance
in democraticrevolutions in
the Middle East? The principles that would guide a Cain
administration?s foreign policy
were never even mentioned.
It?s clear that the Republican base is hesitant to embrace Romney. In their eyes
he?s a flip-flopping cult member. But if they don?t choose
Romney, let?s hope that they
don?t go with Cain?he?s consistent, but a little bit crazy.
For America, I really hope he?s
just the flavor of the week.
Zachary Halpern is a staff columnist for The Heights. He welcomes comments at marketplace@
bcheights.com.
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No, it is intolerant.But
illegalimmigration needs to
be curbed somehow.

Yes, if illegal aliens don?t
like it they can vote against

Think of the children,
Alabama. They deserve to
take part in the great ?Roll
Tide? tradition.

The Federal DistrictCourt
inBirmingham likes to
think so.

No, it is invasive and
intolerant.

Should the U.S. continue
to accuse Iran of attempting assassination?

If their claims are legitimate, absolutely.

Why not? Accuse them
of being closeted Muslims
too.

Well they found WMD?s in
Iraq, so I think there?s your

Accusation from the U.S.
is valid and shouldbe

answer.Oh wait.

investigated fully.

If the proof is there, the
U.S. should pursue the
issue.

Would Cain?s 9-9-9 tax plan
work?

As much as I love the idea
of simplifying the tax code,
this is a few steps too far.

Yes, a bad locker combo
makes a great tax plan.

There?s great success with
Domino?s 5-5-5 deal, so I
think yes.

Having a flat, fair, and

Will squabbling between
GOP candidateshurt their
chances against Obama?

Unlikely, its pretty normal.

Yes, it will convince the Tea

SarahPalin is acting

It does makefor hilarious

Party to flip-flop and vote

referee, apparently, so

entertainment,though.
ApparentlyPerry has a

for Obama.

there?s really nothing to
worry about.

Should Alabama?s immigration lawbeallowed?

it.

problem.

Daniel Sologuren

President, CollegeDemocrats

President, College Republicans

I always trust the default
Sim City settings.

concise tax plan is appropriatelydrastic. Many
people support it.

Only if it goes into the summer. This alwayshappens
in primaries.

The less popular candidates aretrying to score
politicalpoints right now.
Cain, Romney, and Perry
couldtake on Obama.

US State Department accuses Iran of attempted assassination
BY BRANDON STONE
Heights Editor
On Oct. 11, the United States
unveiled shocking accusations
against Iran, charging that Iranian
officials were behind an assassination attempt of Saudi Arabia?s
ambassador to the U.S. The details
of the accusation were even more

his arrest, Arbabsiar confessed to
his own role in theplans as well as
that of some Quds Force officers.
Attorney General Eric H. Holder, Jr. held a press conference during which he announced the U.S.?
accusations, saying that the plot
was ?directed and approved by elements of the Iranian government
and, specifically, senior members
of the Quds Force.? He alleged that
during the course of the investigation, the F. 8.1. discoveredthat the

shocking than the charge itself.
According to the U.S. officials,
membersof the Quds force, a part
of Iran?s Islamic Revolutionary money hadbeenwiredto Arbabsiar
Guards Corps, used an Iranian- from a Quds Force bank account.
American used-car salesman as a Furthermore, Arbabsiar confessed
that a known Quds Force officer
proxy to attempt to hire Los Zetas,
the infamous Mexican drug cartel, recruited him for the plot, and corto assassinate the Saudi ambasrectly identified theofficer?s picture
sador. Iran has vehemently denied from a photo array. It remains
unclear, however, whether the plot
the charges.
The U.S. was able to uncover and was directed by top officials in the
prevent the plot because Mansour Iranian government,or carried out
J. Arbabsiar, the Iranian-American without upper-levelknowledge or
used-car salesman, unwittingly approval.
The Iranian-Saudi relationship
made contact with an informantfor
has
long been a strained one, as
Drug
the
EnforcementAdministration. According to officials, Arbthe two nations struggle for preabsiar approached the informant, eminent influence in the Middle
believinghim to be a memberof Los East, particularly in the wake of
Zetas, and proposed a deal under the Arab Spring. The Saudi foreign
which Los Zetas wouldbe paid $1.5 minister told reporters that ?this
millionto kill the Saudiambassador dastardly act reflects the policies
in a Washington restaurant. Arbabof Iran,? andthat the Saudigovernsiar wired a down payment of just ment was considering withdrawal
under $lOO,OOO to the informant?s of its ambassador from Tehran in
bank account in August, but was protest.
Iran has steadfastly denied the
apprehended when he attempted
accusations, insteadcharacterizing
to fly from Iran to Mexico City in
late September, intending to act as the claims as fabrications meant
humancollateralfor thedeal. Upon to distract the media from U.S.

economic troubles.Iran?s state-run

place with Iran?s usual pattern of

mediahas broadcast thesecounteraccusations, additionallycriticizing
the U.S. of trying to weakenIran?s
position in the Middle East.
The charges brought against

behavior. It was also extraordinarily
risky, as it couldhave beentaken as
a flagrant act of aggression against
the U.S.

Iran havebeen met with skepticism.
Many have questioned why an elite

branchof Iran?s IslamicRevolutionary Guard Corps would carry out
such a poorlyplanned andexecuted
operation. The plan seems out of

President Barack Obama has
called for sanctions against Iran
for its role in the assassination attempt, reiterating that American

officials had unequivocal evidence
that Arbabsiar ?was paid by, and
directed by individuals in the Ira-

nian government.? However, the
U.S. has limited options in terms
of imposing more severe sanctions
against Iran. The U.S. already does
almost no business with Iran, and
has achieved limited success in the
past in trying to pressure Russia and

unlikely because it would affect
the U.S.? dealings with all nations
that dobusiness with Iran?s central
bank. Obama has called for the
United Nations nuclear inspectors
to release classified data showing

China to avoid doing business with
Iran. One possible option for the
U.S. wouldbe to banfinancial transactions with Iran?s central bank;
however, such a course of action

with nuclear weapons technology.
A release of the classified reports
would likelyforce the UN to reconsider how aggressively it works to
halt Iran?s nuclear program. n

is

that Iran has been experimenting

vahid salemi

/
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Members of Iran?s Islamic Revolutionary Guards train in Iran. The group was accused of arranging the killing of a Saudi ambassadorto the U.S.

Samsung and Apple: legal battles worldwide
consumer can notice the stark
resemblances of the physical

KAMERON BAIN

With 4 million iPhone
devicessold in the first
weekend of sales following its
Oct. 14 release date, Apple Inc.
looks unstoppable. Unfortunately, this success isn?t always
what it seems.
Apple is tied up in complex legal battles with many
of its competing technology
4S

maTT rOurke

/

ap phOTO

Protesters in Philadelphia,above, took to the streets in support of OWS.

Government at fault
Occupy, from 810
six. Obama?s newest proposed
tax hike on

?millionaires and
billionaires? starts at individuals
making over $200,000 a year. In
addition to the gross inaccuracy
of the new tax, this policy fails
to recognize that America is

a country that likes to employ
itself, not be employed. Of the
just over 390,000 taxpayers
that made over $1 million in
2007, the IRS reports that over
300,000 of them were classified
as business owners, meaning

that they were creating jobs
and income for their fellow
Americans, and in turn more tax
revenue for

the government to

spend.
Former President Harry
S. Truman had a definitionfor
the presidency. He said that the

president has to be someone
who can persuade the American
people to do what they don?t
want to do and to like it. Not

only is Obama unwilling to
make tough calls and come up
with meaningfulpolicy, he is
now joining a movement that
opens a Pandora?s box of division in America, all for a shot
at re-election.If there is to be
any real solution to the current
problems that face America, this
kind of populous demagoguery

behemoths,

including
Samsung

and HTC.
Fortunately
for Apple,
they have
been on the
favorable
side to
many of
the respective judges

deter-

look of the two products, and
it is comical to watch Samsung
attempt to argue that they
did not steal the idea of the
tablet from Apple. Similarly,
an Australian judgeblocked
the sale of the Samsung Tab
last week for the same reason.
The hip and trendy Apple has
benefitted from these specific
cases, but the other technology

companies are firing back.
Despite Jay Y. Lee?s (heir
to Samsung Electronics)
appearance at Steve Job?s funeral, Samsung is out for some

legal revenge.
Samsung is looking to sue Apple
in an attempt to

ban the sale of the
recently released
iPhone 4S from
the Australian and
Japanese markets
for violating patents relating to the
wireless communications connection
and user-interface

ber, a German court banned
the sale of the Samsung Galaxy
Tab 10.1 citing the Samsung

technology. This
claim is extremely
bold, considering
the August court
case in the Netherlands that actually banned
the sale of Samsung?s Galaxy
S, Galaxy S2, and Galaxy Ace.
Samsung needs to be careful,

shouldn?t be focused on the re-

product?s ?clear impression of

for their attempt to stop the

sult of the problem, but instead

similarity? to the iPad. Even
the most naive technology

sale of the new iPhone has
the potential to backfire and

its creators. n

mining

the legal
battle over
patented
technology. In early Septem-

have the three major Samsung
handset models banned in
many more national markets.

People are always jealous
of the best. Apple?s legal
battles do not stop at
the petty Samsung
suits. The Taiwanese
technology company
HTC tried to get at
Apple from a different angle. HTC issued a suit against
Apple through
the International
Trade Commission (ITC) claiming Apple had
violated four of
their technology patents
including the
quick-dial

feature on both
models of phones; as well as
battery consumption. Fortunately for Apple, the ITC
ruled in its favor-refuting the
claims of HTC, but HTC has
no intention of giving up their
claim and stated that they
?are confident [they] have a
strong case for the ITC appeals
process and are fully prepared
to protect [their] intellectual
property.? HTC should save
their money on legal fees and
give up, because in the technology world, a new product
has a shelf life of less than a
year.
Under Jobs, Apple was
able to stay out of lengthy legal
disputes. In the last decade,

they have maintained a policy
of simply being better than
anyone can copy. Also, the
combinationof the rapidly changing
technology
industry and
the unbelievably slow court
process does
not equate to
much success
for any technology company.
Apple Inc. has

consistently
produced a new

iPhone model
every year for the
past five years, and
a lengthy court case
wouldn?t even be

resolved before a new
model comes out. For
this reason alone, Tim Cook,
Apple?s new CEO, needs to
maintain Jobs? policy of staying clean from dirty court

battles. There have been
thousands of attempts to
copy the iPod and iPhone,
but these two products are

still by far the most common
household technology names.
This fact speaks for itself,
and if Apple can consistently
stay ahead of the industry
even without Jobs, their future looks bright.
Kameron Bain is a staff columnist
for The Heights. He welcomes comments at marketplace@bcheights.
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Politics

New attempt at revenue:
MA senate to allow casinos

Secretary of State Hillary
Clinton made an unannounced
visit to Afghanistan on
Wednesday. She is expected to
discuss Afghani-Pakistani relations with Afghan President
Hamid Karzai.

Heights

Republican campaign vetate

month allowing the same number of
casinos. A conference committee in the
Democrat-controlled legislature is ex-

President Barack Obama
announced a new partnership with private companies
that seeks to hire 25,000
veterans of the Iraq and
Afghanistan Wars and their
spouses.

pected to discuss differences between the

EconoMics

Greek citizens continued to protest in the city
of Athens this past week.
The protestors are opposed
to Prime Minister George
Papandreou?s new austerity

measures.

sciEncE &
tEchnologY
Sony announced that it
will release the PlayStation
Vita, a portable video game
console, in February 2012.
The portable console is the
successor to the PlayStation
Portable console.
On Wednesday, BlackBerry
began releasing the first of
a dozen free apps to users
affected by last week?s global
outage. The apps would cost
a combined $100 if bought
by customers.

Ford plans to install in new
vehicles a feature that reads
text messages out loud to
drivers. The feature will be
implemented by Ford?s voice
activated technology, Sync, and
hopes to prevent accidents.

in nuMbErs

$100 billion
total sales for Apple in fiscal
year 2011. The company?s
profit fell far short of expectations.

$1 trillion
total cost of outstanding student loans for college among
Americans.

24
Turkish soldiers killed in an
attack on a military site on
Wednesday.

in quotEs
"lA/e

are

going

notrewad

We are not going to reward
North Korea just for returnspokesman
Toner,
Mark
ing to the table.

state Department
spokesman Mark toner,
discussing diplomatic talks
?

with NorthKorea.
talks
diplomatic
discussing

Such splittist activites are
Tibetians.
by
immolations
violence and terrorism.
?

chinese Foreign Ministry
spokeswoman Jiang Yu,
addressing recent selfimmolations by Tibetians.

approved a bill that would legalize ca-

sino gambling,allowing three resort-style
casinos and one slots parlor in the state.
The House passed a similar bill last

night. The PAC, like those of
Mitt Romney and Rick Perry,
can raise unlimited funds for
Herman Cain.

Citigroup agreed to pay
$285 million to investors as
part of an ongoing investigation by the SEC. Citi is
accused of misleading investors in a $1 billion derivatives
deal.

Staff

Last Thursday, the Massachusetts Sen-

eran Jordan Gehrke unveiled
the 999 PAC on Tuesday

Senior citizens will receive
a 3.6 percent increase in
Social Security checks. The
increase is a cost of living
adjustment, which has not
been implemented since
2009 due to low inflation.

people out ofwork in the Commonwealth
and that?s why we are doing this.?

BY ISAAC PARK

phOTO cOurTesy Of

creaTive cOmmOns

bills. GovernorDeval Patrick has signaled
that he will sign the final bill.
The bill comes after last year?s failed
attempt to legalize gambling, when the
House speaker, Robert A. DeLeo, and
Patrick disagreedover the number ofslots
parlors. The bill gained renewed traction
this year as the state seeks new avenues
of obtaining revenue on the heels of the

Senator Scott Brown, above, has votedfor measures that would cut federal financial aid.

recession that has tempered economic

Senator Brown under fire

growth.
Legislation prior to the House and
Senate?s bills emerged after months of
closed-doornegotiations between DeLeo,
Patrick, and Senate President Therese

Students at Tufts and BC criticize
Senator Scott Brown?s voting record

Murray.

The Senate?s 24 to 14 vote outlines
three casinos, one in the eastern section
of the state, another in the west, and the
third in the southeastern region, to bid for
at least $B5 million, and the slots parlor
for $25 million. One casino would be set
aside for a federally-recognized Native
American tribe.
The bill outlines that 25 percent of casino revenue and, dependingon the Senate
and House plans, 49 to 55 percent of slots
revenue be returned to the state and the

business? towns.
The Senatebill also includes an amendment that exempts Boston and Worcester
from requiring a citywide referendum on
building a casino, calling for a vote by the
cities? neighborhoodsinstead.
The amendment was among a number
of differences between the Senate and
House bill. One unique provision of the
Senate bill would bar lawmakers from
working in the casino industry for at least
one year. Another would lift happy hour
bans in the state by extendingbars and restaurants the same rights as casinos to offer

?This is an economic development free or discounted drinks to customers.
bill,? said Murray after the vote. ?It?s going
to create jobs and we have over 250,000
See Casinos, B6

College Democrats of Massachusetts and
A&S ?l3, pointed out what he viewed as
hypocrisy in Brown?s voting record.
?I think that over the past year we?ve
Junior Senator Scott Brown (RMass.) has come under fire from college heard a lot about the struggles that he
went through having to pay for college,
students at both of his alma maters regarding his recent comments on federal and I absolutely understand that it?s
expensive,? said Slade. ?Yet his voting
student aid.
Earlier in 2011, Brown voted with record shows that he doesn?t seem to be
his party in support of the Republican particularly concerned with what our
budget plan. Among numerous other generation is going through having to
proposals, the plan would have cut pay for college.?
Brown won his senate seat in 2010, in
average Pell Grant funding to college
a
special
$7OO.
electionfollowing the death of
students by
Senator Ted Kennedy. The Democrats
However, on multiple occasions,
Brown has commented on his struggles in the Senate had 59 membersfollowing
in paying for college and the opportunithe deathof Kennedy, so Brown?s election
ties afforded him by federal aid when he prevented cloture. Slade described his
attended two private institutions: Tufts election strategy as ?portraying himself as
for his undergraduatedegree, and Boston College Law School.

BY DAVID COTE
MarketplaceEditor

See Brown, B6

Andrew Slade, vice president of the

Massachusetts Governor Deval Patrick is expected to approve a bill allowing casinos in state.

Washington the deepest root of problems BlackBerry
Occupy protesters should turn their focus
blackouts
from Wall Street to their government
bring misery
unemployment high. It is Washington

politics. Three years after the self-advertised transformativepolices of Obama
came into being, the economy is

lished may be in fact a lot lowerthan the
actual figure. This sputtering of economic
recovery raises the question of what is
going to happen to our future. In a recent
PEW survey, 48 percent of adults thought
that their children?s living standards

MICHAEL ALLEN
PresidentBarack Obama is one of
the smartest men to have the privilege to
sit in the Oval Office. From his Columbia
University undergraduatedegree, to his
time as president of the Harvard Law
Review, Obamahas the intellectualprowess that few other politicians possess. It
is safe to assume that he understands the
ramifications of his actions better than
the vast majority of politicians, given his
intellectual capacity, which makes his
most recent

endorsementall

the more

questionable. With Obama leading the
way, the Democrats in Congress have

jumpedon the bandwagon of the Occupy Wall Street movement, stirring a
populous movement the likes of which

would exceed their own, down 13 percent
from 2002. For young Americans, future
hopes of prosperity are getting dimmerby

the second.
Obama recognizes this feeling of
malaise, and instead of taking dynamic action, he jumpedon the bandwagon of the
Occupy Wall Street movement, and created a populist frenzy behind the idea of
?the other 99 percent.? Following his lead,
many Democrats in Congress are taking a
decidedly populist approach to their early
campaign speeches, setting the stage for
an incredibly decisive presidential election.

What the public needs to know is
that it isn?t big banks and corporations
that utilize tax loopholesthat are inhibiting economic growth, in effect keeping

still
desperately weak.Instead of drastically
changing the HUD policies that started
the mortgage crisis, democratic leaders
turned to Chris Dodd and Barney Frank

(the two fools who did more than their
fair share to create the 2008 collapse) to

oversight bill that creates
such uncertainty for employers that
experts predict a cutback in hiringfor
create a new

years to come.

Washington has a tough time
understanding that people in America
genuinely want to do really well. As
owner of the Dallas Mavericks and self
made billionaire Mark Cuban said on his

blog in September, ?the most patriotic
thing you can do is make a boatloadof
money, pay your taxes, lots of taxes, hire
people, train people, and pay people.?
This sentiment is one that reflects many
of the new ideas put forth by Warren
Buffet. But Washington is making it impossible to carry out steps four through

See Occupy, B9

haven?t been seen for decades.The message from the Democrats in Washington
is ?the plutocrats of America are bleeding
our country dry, we will rescue you from
them.?
What the Democrats in Washington

overseas, spanning multiple continents,

eventuallyreaching customers here in
the U.S. The three-day blackout disrupted messaging, e-mail, and Internet
service for millionsof Blackßerry users
across the world, leavingResearch In
Motion Ltd. (RIM), the company who
produces the Blackßerry, with a lot to
explain. Co-CEO Mike Lazaridis of RIM

tried to offer some wordsof encourageduring the outages, telling customers, ?We?ve let many of you down.
But let me assure you, we are working
around the clock to fix this. You expect
betterfrom us and I expect betterfrom
us.? The outages continued throughout
the week and service onlybegan to approach normallevels over the weekend.
At the closing bell on Monday however,
RIM stock fell $1.57 to $22.40 per share,
a clear indication that many consumers
have yet to forgive Blackßerry for its latment

fail to recognize is that it is not in fact

the plutocrats that are bleeding the country dry, but it is they themselves. If the
movement were re named ?Occupy Main
Street,? the Starbucks-sipping college
grads wouldbe replaced with unionfunded career politician democrats.
Their main grievance would not be the
big banks (the very same thatfund their
political campaigns)but with anyone

est transgression.

In light of the outages, RIM has offered all Blackßerry users a month of free
technical support and a package of free
apps, worthabout $lOO. The package includes apps ranging from iSpeech Translator to Texas Hold ?Em Poker 2. With
this offer, RIM is hoping to placate many
of the agitated customers who remain
frustrated with the company?s handling

starting their own company, or trying to
create their own path to prosperity.

When the stimulus legislationof
2009 passed, there was hope that the
Keynesian modelof fiscal policy would
bring a faltering American economy
back from the brink. Almost three years

removed from that landmark, gargantuan
legislation, unemploymentstill stands
above nine percent, with estimates from
many economists that the number pub-

PAUL WITKO
It seems that students were not the
only ones blacking out around campus these past few weeks. Beginning
Wednesday Oct. 12, many Blackßerry
users experiencedwidespread service
outages across the United States. The
outages have been dubbed the ?BlackBerry Blackouts.? These blackouts began

Occupy Wall Street protesters, above in New York, have been found in 14cities across the nation.
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